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Since completion of this report, the Afghan Ministry of Mines has taken the landmark step of publishing over 200 extractives contracts. Global Witness welcomes this important move to translate public commitments to transparency into reality, and crucially, the recognition this shows of the right of the Afghan people to see and scrutinise the deals negotiated on their behalf for their valuable national assets.

Whilst the contracts published so far are primarily for smaller, low-value operations, a number of strategically important agreements such as the Amu Darya oil, the Qara-Zaghan gold and the West Garmak coal contracts have also been made public. However, there is some way to go to achieve the full transparency essential to set the right foundation for Afghanistan’s emerging extractives sector.

As at 30 October 2012, the terms of Afghanistan’s biggest foreign investment to date – the Aynak copper deal – remain secret. It is understood that discussions between the Chinese investing consortium and the Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan are ongoing and we urge that the contract be published in line with Afghanistan’s commitment to transparency and the Chinese principles of ‘mutual benefit’ and ‘win-win cooperation’. More broadly, more steps are required to address the gaps laid out in Chapter 1 (Contract Transparency), namely transparency of ancillary, sub and supply contracts and major project agreements; and public information on who is behind the companies benefiting or bidding to benefit from the extractives sector. By making these further advances, Afghanistan can build on the positive moves already made and achieve a truly transparent extractives sector.

About Global Witness

Global Witness is a London-based non-governmental organisation that investigates the links between natural resources, conflict and corruption, and associated environmental and human rights abuses. We aim to promote improved governance, transparency and accountability in the management of the natural resource sector to ensure that revenues from resources are used for peaceful and sustainable development rather than to finance or fuel conflicts, corruption or state-looting. We work across Asia, Africa and South America, investigating the activities of European, North American, Asian and African companies and governments, and the role of the international financial system.

Historically, our investigations, publications and engagement with policy makers have been a key catalyst in the creation of the Kimberley Process, to tackle the trade in conflict diamonds, and the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative, to encourage transparency over payments and receipts for natural resource revenues. We were co-nominated for a Nobel Peace Prize in 2003 for our work on conflict diamonds.

See www.globalwitness.org for further information.
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Map One. A map of significant mineral and petroleum deposits in Afghanistan that have been awarded or are being tendered.

This map is based on information produced by the Ministry of Mines, the US Geological Survey, Deloitte and the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office.
Map Two. This map shows some of the potential and known mineral and petroleum deposits identified in Afghanistan to date. According to the Ministry of Mines, a survey of 30% of the country has revealed mineral resources worth an estimated $3 trillion.
Glossary and acronyms

$ US Dollar.

Amicus curiae A third party that joins a dispute to provide voluntary opinion. The role of the amicus is to assist the court or arbitrator in deciding a case by providing information and a different perspective from that of the parties.

Aynak contract For the purposes of this report, the principle contract entered into between GIRoA and MJAM in May 2008 in relation to the Aynak copper mine is referred to as the Aynak contract.

BFS Bankable Feasibility Study.

Consortium The consortium consisting of China Metallurgical Group Corporation and Jiangxi Copper Company Limited which has been awarded the Aynak contract.

DAFA Délégation Archéologique Française en Afghanistan.

DRC Democratic Republic of Congo.

EIA Environmental Impact Assessment required under the Afghanistan Mineral Law.

EITI Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative.

EMP Environmental Management Plan required under the Afghanistan Mineral Law.

Extractive industries For the purpose of this report, the extractive industries are defined as the oil, gas and mineral exploitation industries.

FPIC The principle of free, prior and informed consent.

GDP Gross Domestic Product.


Grievance mechanism A structured process that enables disputes or grievances between two or more parties engaged in business, legal or societal relationships to be addressed.

IAP International Advisory Council on Sustainable Resource Development for Afghanistan (also known as the International Advisory Panel) – a body funded by the World Bank.

IAIA International Association for Impact Assessment.

ICMM International Council on Mining and Metals.

IFC The International Finance Corporation, the private sector development arm of the World Bank.

IMC The Inter-Ministerial Council which is made up of ministers from six Afghan ministries. The Minister of Mines chairs the group and the Minister of Finance is the vice-chair.

ISAF The International Security Assistance Force, the NATO-led security mission in Afghanistan.

JCL Jiangxi Copper Company Limited, the minority share holder in the MJAM joint venture.

MCC China Metallurgical Group Corporation, the majority share holder in the Consortium.

MDP Mine Development Plan.

MJAM MCC-JCL Aynak Minerals, the joint venture company set up by the Consortium for the Aynak project.

MPU Mining Protection Unit.

NEPA National Environmental Protection Agency of Afghanistan.

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.

RAP Resettlement Action Plan.

UN United Nations.

UNEP United Nations Environment Programme.

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.


UNGPs “Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights: Implementing the United Nations ‘Protect, Respect and Remedy’ Framework” proposed by UN Special Representative John Ruggie and endorsed by the UNHRC in 2011. This Framework consists of three pillars: (1) the duty of the State to protect human rights; (2) the corporate responsibility to respect human rights; and (3) the need for greater access to remedy for victims of business-related abuse.
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Foreword

In April 2012, Global Witness published a comparative analysis of the Aynak copper contract and the Qara-Zaghan gold contract. Aynak was awarded to a Chinese consortium, while the Qara-Zaghan concession was awarded to an Afghan company backed by a JP Morgan-facilitated group of investors. Qara-Zaghan was signed in 2011, three years after Aynak under the new ministerial regime at the Ministry of Mines. The Qara-Zaghan contract is publicly available, and the analysis highlighted this as progress. However, overall, it found the contractual basis for the Qara-Zaghan project was weaker than for Aynak. This suggests lessons have not yet been learned from the Aynak experience.

Global Witness is revisiting the Aynak contract now because, as Afghanistan’s first major mining agreement and the country’s largest foreign investment, the contract sets the tone for all Afghanistan’s future mineral and petroleum negotiations and should set a strong standard for all future investments in the country. The stakes are high and urgent. Over the coming months, more of Afghanistan’s most valuable mineral and petroleum deposits are due to be sold off. The Aynak project itself stands at a critical point, with decisions set to be made on how the mine will be exploited and the ongoing relocation of local people. In short, the foundations for this critical sector are being laid today.

By providing a detailed examination of the Aynak contract, this report aims to highlight key learning points that need to be taken on board now to ensure that Aynak and all future projects in this highly complex and volatile environment – western and non-western alike – proceed on the right basis: so that they avoid fuelling conflict, corruption, environmental and human rights abuses and, instead, generate real and long-term economic and social benefits for the Afghan people.
Executive Summary

On 25 May 2008, the Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (GIRoA) signed a contract with a Chinese state-backed consortium to mine the country’s largest-known copper mine in Logar province – the Aynak concession.\(^a\) The deal could play a key role in Afghanistan’s future, generating, according to the World Bank, an estimated $541 million per year for GIRoA from 2016,\(^2\) creating around 5,000 jobs and bringing in much-needed infrastructure investment.\(^3\) However, these potential benefits are seriously undermined by secrecy over the contract terms, missing or ambiguous project safeguards and key economic provisions that need to be renegotiated.

Work at the project site is already beset by challenges. The discovery of culturally valuable Buddhist archaeological remains has delayed progress, whilst attacks at the site and kidnap threats against staff have raised questions over the feasibility of the project. It is a critical time therefore to review and strengthen the contractual basis for the project, to ensure that it provides the right foundation for success at Aynak, and that it sets the precedent needed as new mining deals come up for agreement.

The fact that the contract for this huge and important project has not been published is in itself a significant issue. Global Witness has obtained and analysed the near-final April 2008 draft of the agreement. Whilst this is not ideal, evaluating the draft terms has allowed us to identify areas of weakness that need to be addressed urgently at Aynak, and lessons, both positive and negative, which should be taken into account in upcoming concession contract negotiations.

Top of our recommendations is the need to publish the contract, the ancillary agreements and associated project documents in full and without delay. Further details on contract implementation need to be agreed to provide a voice for local communities, guard against security risks and enable stronger oversight and monitoring. Specific clauses that grant excessively favourable economic terms and access to other resources also need urgent renegotiation.

Strengthening the contractual basis for Aynak is crucial to achieve the Chinese State Council objective of: “creating a friendly environment for public opinion, walking the road of peaceful development policy, and preserving our good image and a good corporate reputation”\(^4\).

---

\(^a\): For the purposes of this report, the term ‘Aynak contract’ is used in reference to the principle contract for the Aynak project, the final version of which was signed by GIRoA and the China Metallurgical Construction Company (MCC)/Jiangxi Copper Company Limited (JCL) consortium in May 2008. The term does not encompass the ancillary agreements subsequently signed in relation to the Aynak project.

The Aynak contract was signed by the MCC/JCL consortium but the clauses within the contract refer to MCC. The consortium has since set up an operating company, MCC/JCL Aynak Minerals Company (MJAM) to manage the Aynak project. For ease of reference, however, all entities representing the investing companies in the Aynak project are referred to as the ‘Consortium’ in this report.
Main findings

1. Transparency: At the time of going to print, neither the signed Aynak contract nor the railway, security and other agreements linked to it and signed subsequently have been made public. This means that the Afghan people, its parliament, local communities and large sections of the Afghan government do not have access to a document which is crucial to the economic future of the country.

There is also no provision within the contract for sub-contracts or supply contracts negotiated by the Consortium to be made public, nor for the beneficial ownership of companies awarded such contracts to be published. Understanding what all projects agreements say and who benefits from them is a prerequisite to guarding against corruption. Global Witness investigations in countries such as the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Zimbabwe, for example, have shown how opacity over issues such as beneficial ownership raises risks of corruption and off-budget funding for powerbrokers.

2. Contract structure and drafting: The contract makes positive references to international standards such as the Equator Principles, and recognises the need for responsible management. However, language on how these standards are to be implemented is vague and ill defined, raising questions on how/whether they can be applied in practice.

A crucial gap in the contract is that it makes no provision for a final decision stage on whether and when to proceed with exploitation based on a full assessment of expected costs and benefits. This means that no one is addressing the question of what happens if the expected costs of mining to the Afghan people (including adverse social, environmental, human rights and cultural impacts) outweigh the benefits.

The contract also makes no reference to the principle of ‘sovereign-immunity’. This enables state or state-owned entities to claim immunity from the jurisdiction of the courts of another state in some circumstances. As the Consortium is partially owned by the People’s Republic of China, unless precautions are taken, there is a risk that this principle could be claimed as a bar to proceedings against it in relation to the Aynak project.

3. Community participation and grievance mechanisms: In interviews with Global Witness, members from the Aynak project area have raised serious concerns over the project’s impact. The contract, however, does not require consultation with the local community, nor does it set up a mechanism to deal with community concerns and complaints. If contractual commitments are ignored, the only recourse to justice for the community is via a closed arbitration process – meaning they would need to rely on the government to bring a claim on their behalf. In Uganda, the referral of an ongoing tax dispute over a major oil project to arbitration in 2011 has caused public outcry because it means that citizens are being kept in ignorance of proceedings and decisions which could have serious implications for them.

The Ministry of Mines and the Consortium is attempting to fill the contractual gap and ease on-site problems by carrying out consultations and setting up a ‘grievance redressal mechanism’. However, without access to the contract, project documents or the support to fully understand what the impacts could be, the community is at a disadvantage and will not be able to fully participate. Meanwhile, the Consortium is not legally obliged to engage in these activities if not specified within the contract terms and conditions. Establishing a trusted and reliable process to address concerns is central to securing local buy-in and to preventing grievances from escalating into violence and conflict around the mine.

4. Economic provisions: Afghanistan stands to gain substantial revenues through payments for access rights, royalties and taxes. However, the economic potential is undermined by a provision that could allow for royalty rates to be matched in the future if another company working on an alternative mine site agrees a different royalty rate with the Government. This applies not only to copper deals, but to any other minerals, regardless of comparative market value – leaving the royalty rate wide open to downward negotiation in the future and chilling future investment by dis-incentivising ‘sensible’ royalty deals for other minerals.

On similar lines, the contract appears to give the Consortium a six-month period of exclusivity to bid for minerals or other natural resources discovered within the project area. It paves the way for the Consortium to claim rights to a range of resources, independently of its work on the Aynak concession, including coal, timber and water.

Both provisions could be very valuable to the Consortium, with potentially huge impacts on resource use and economic benefits at the local and national levels. At present, they are excessively weighted in favour of the Consortium and need to be renegotiated.

Other than the headline royalty figure, it is impossible to fully evaluate the economic impact of the deal because vital information is not available - for example, details of associated infrastructure agreements such as the railway. Social benefits and potential social and environmental impacts are not priced and taken into account. Until this information is made available for evaluation, the financial implications of the deal for the Afghan people remain unclear.

b: References for the points covered in this section can be found in the main body of the report.
5. Security: To ensure security around mining operations, GIRoA has set up a specific Mining Protection Unit (MPU). Without safeguards, however, international experience suggests that such forces can become part of the problem.

There are, sadly, numerous examples of what can go wrong. In Peru, for example, protestors against a copper mine claim to have been tortured and sexually abused by the Peruvian police, whilst in the DRC armed groups and members of the Congolese military generate funds by imposing illegal taxes at mine sites and along mineral transportation routes and by controlling mineral smuggling networks. Warring parties then use this cash to fund the fighting and line their own pockets.

The contract references the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights which provide clear guidelines on the steps that the company and the state should take to guard against human rights abuses by security forces. They are, however, only as good as their implementation. Unless the parties agree and publish how the principles will be put into place, and their implementation is enforced and monitored, they are toothless, providing a veneer of international standards which is not backed up by reality.

A major concern is that wider security arrangements for the Aynak project are set out in a separate agreement which has not been made public. There may be specific points such as the exact locations of security forces which need to be kept private for reasons of national security. Other elements, however, could and should be made public, including basic information on the MPU mandate, composition and respective responsibilities of the government and company for security and for addressing complaints made against security forces. Crucially, it must be clear how forces will be held to account for any misconduct.

6. Environmental safeguards: The Aynak project is likely to have serious environmental impacts, given its size and location. The risks that the project could place an added strain on water supplies or lead to water contamination need particular consideration, especially given the potential ramifications – for example, on the water supply of Kabul province.

Positively, the contract commits the Consortium to addressing environmental problems and adhering to international standards. There is, however, no requirement for environmental impacts to be monitored so that adverse effects can be identified and dealt with quickly. It also places the Ministry of Mines in charge of approving environmental assessments – potentially placing a major strain on capacity and risking a conflict of interests.

The contract does not require public consultation on environmental safeguards or publication of related information. This works against independent monitoring of important environmental protections and could reduce public buy-in to the project.

The Consortium’s majority shareholder, MCC, has experienced environmental controversy in Papua New Guinea. Since 2010, its Ramu Nico nickel mine project has been embroiled in a long-running court dispute over local landowner claims that the method chosen to dispose of waste from the project could have serious adverse environmental effects. Although the court ultimately found in favour of the company, there were substantial delays to production, generating millions of dollars in costs and adverse media coverage – all of which companies and government alike will wish to avoid replicating in Afghanistan.
7. **Land and water rights:** The contract contains important provisions to limit project impacts on water use and to ensure that land issues are dealt with properly and compensation is paid.

On water, for example, the contract specifically prohibits the Consortium from using agricultural water or depriving any existing users of water they customarily use for their lands, villages, houses or animals. In a country which is heavily dependent on agriculture and livestock, and where water resources are already under strain, this is a key protection, particularly given the water-intensive nature of copper mining.

Such positive clauses are undermined, however, by the non-publication of the contract – meaning the local community is not aware of the rights that they have under its terms. There are also questions over how international guidelines are to be carried out in practice and, crucially, how contract implementation is to be monitored.

8. **Social package:** The contract commits the Consortium to developing and financing an aid programme for the local area, but limits consultation on the project to government officials, not communities – which risks creating a white elephant project that does not meet local needs. It also lacks commitments on the quality of infrastructure to be provided – a loophole which needs to be addressed.

A more fundamental question is whether extractives companies should directly provide or fund social services and infrastructure at all. There is a risk that the state will no longer provide schools and hospitals in the area, on the basis that they are already being provided by companies. This can put the local people at the mercy of mining companies. For example, locals may feel compelled to agree to exploitation as the only way that they can get essential services.

Positively, on employment the contract commits the Consortium to training and employing specified percentages of Afghan nationals at different skill levels. However, this provision does not filter down to sub-contractors so its impact could be limited.

Clause 39(a) allows the Consortium to employ Afghan staff “upon terms which are acceptable to [the Consortium]”. This puts the ball in the Consortium’s court and could, in practice, disadvantage the Afghan population.

9. **Heritage issues and other area-specific risks:** Afghanistan’s rich cultural heritage is justifiably a source of national pride. Managed well, it could be an important unifying force, providing the diverse peoples of Afghanistan with symbols for their collective history, and it could provide the foundation for a future tourism industry.

Sadly, Afghanistan’s historic legacy has already been damaged by years of looting and, notably, by deliberate destruction under previous regimes. It would be tragic if the destruction of Afghanistan’s cultural heritage, exemplified by the Taliban’s demolition of the Bamyan statues, was continued and legitimised in the quest for mineral derived wealth. The Aynak area is of particular historical significance, as part of an ancient and powerful Buddhist kingdom. It was identified as an archaeological
site in the 1960s and an archaeological team began studies there in 2004. So far, archaeologists working at the site have unearthed Buddhist monasteries, statues, sculptures, and other relics and artefacts, dating back hundreds of years.

Despite this, the contract contains no provisions for dealing with the major archaeological sites in the Aynak project area. The government and the Consortium are cooperating to ensure that artefacts from the Aynak site are properly removed but questions remain over whether these go far enough to protect Afghanistan’s priceless heritage.

10. Assessments and monitoring: The Aynak contract requires social and environmental impact assessments of the project, and allows unrestricted official visits to monitor the site. However, there is no provision for assessments to be updated in the future, or for additional assessments on areas such as human rights.

On monitoring, the contract permits official inspectors to visit the site at “all reasonable times”, and requires the Consortium to provide regular reports to the Ministry of Mines and to furnish any other information requested. However, a significant loophole is that there is no time limit specified for the Consortium to respond to official requests for information and documents.

An independent expert panel is being funded by the World Bank and has produced at least one report on the Aynak contract – but its reports are not currently publicly available, and access to the panel is subject to the prior approval of the Ministry of Mines. Therefore it is hard to judge whether the panel really is independent, and, if so, whether this independent advice has real value given that it is not subject to any publicly accessible external scrutiny.

Beyond this panel, there is an important role for independent bodies such as civil society to play in providing oversight for the project and feeding back community observations and concerns. However, there is no provision for such bodies to be given access to the project site, to local communities or to key project documents and information.

More broadly, it should be recognised that civil society needs time and support to build up skills and experience in what is a new sector for Afghanistan. The physical, legal and political dangers that they could be exposed to by carrying out research and speaking on what can be very sensitive issues also need to be identified and addressed. Only by creating a real space for civil society groups can they play their part in strengthening governance of the extractives sector.

There is an urgent need for GfRoA and the Consortium to work together to address these gaps and weaknesses to create the strong framework essential for the success of the Aynak project. Lessons must also be learned from the Aynak experience to develop a sector which brings with it real and long-term prosperity for the Afghan people.
Top-line recommendations

Detailed recommendations for stakeholders are laid out in the text below. Based on our analysis, the top-line Global Witness recommendations for GIRoA and the Consortium on the Aynak project are as follows:

1. **Publish the contract, the ancillary agreements and associated project documents in full and without delay.**

2. **Agree and publish detailed procedures for implementation of the contract.** These procedures should incorporate provisions which provide a voice for local communities, guard against security risks and enable stronger and more open oversight and monitoring.

3. **Renegotiate clauses 6 and 20(c) which allow excessively favourable economic terms and access to other resources.**

For all extractives projects, GIRoA and relevant extractives companies should:

- In line with President Karzai’s July 2012 decree, publish all mining agreements, ancillary agreements and significant project information in full, with details of beneficial ownership of companies, on relevant Ministry websites and in hard copy at accessible designated locations at project sites, with translations in Dari and Pashto.

- Commit to applying the latest available and most appropriate international best practice standards and principles for each stage of all extractives projects, and agree and publish processes setting out how such standards will be implemented.

- Before green-lighting any new extractives projects or the exploitation of any concessions already awarded, evaluate all expected benefits and costs (including environmental, social, human rights, cultural and local economy impacts) and publish the results of these evaluations.

- Commit to early and effective community and public engagement on all aspects of mining projects, including the initial decision on whether to commence exploration and exploitation.

- Ensure that grievance mechanisms are designed through consultation with the affected community and include safeguards against corruption at the local or national level. The final remits of grievance resolution bodies should be published and mining companies should publish their agreement to abide by the decisions of such bodies.

The international community should:

- Prioritise the development of capacity and frameworks to effectively manage and monitor extractives project. Ensure this approach is reflected in the approach taken by internationally funded advisors.

- Provide further funding, training and support to build capacity in the GIRoA bodies (national and local), parliament, civil society and affected communities to ensure that they can engage effectively in mining sector governance.

- Incorporate contract transparency, community participation, and social, environmental, human rights and cultural safeguards within shared monitoring and evaluation frameworks for development assistance to Afghanistan. Disbursements of future aid should be linked to performance against these benchmarks.

- Stipulate that advisors funded by the international community to provide advice and support to GIRoA on extractives projects are prohibited from subsequently representing company counterparts on the same projects.

- With GIRoA, take steps to ensure that the Independent Advisory Panel has the remit to operate entirely independently, and that its remit, composition and reports are published.
Introduction

Afghanistan’s extractives sector – potential and challenges

As Afghanistan looks to its future beyond transition in 2014, its massive mineral and petroleum potential is assuming central importance. Foreign aid to the country was valued at $15.7 billion in 2010/11 – equivalent to nearly 100% of GDP. With GIROA’s expenditure set to increase as it takes on full responsibility for security and civil service reforms, the search is on for a way to boost national revenues and move Afghanistan away from aid dependency in the future. Efforts to find a solution are focusing on the extractives industries and, linked to this, the ‘resource-corridor’ and ‘New Silk Road’ initiatives.

Government announcements of up to $3 trillion in mineral and petroleum deposits including rare earths, copper, iron, gold, oil, chromite and uranium have fuelled expectations that mining and its anticipated spin-offs could be the answer to Afghanistan’s future funding needs. Two mines are recognised as key potential national revenue sources – the Aynak copper deposit in Logar province and the Hajigak iron deposit in Bamyan province. According to the World Bank, revenue from these mines will generate an average of $900 million per year until 2031. A host of smaller concessions are also being awarded, with the potential to bring in around $1 billion per year until the same date.

Managed well, Afghanistan’s extractive industries could drive sustainable development and help the country to move away from aid-dependency. However, the experience of other resource-rich countries such as Cambodia, the DRC, Iraq, Libya and Sierra Leone cautions that resource exploitation can exacerbate existing conditions of conflict, corruption, environmental degradation, unemployment and poverty.

In Afghanistan itself, natural resources have a history of financing and fuelling conflict. Minerals, precious gemstones, land, and timber were a critical source of war financing during the Soviet occupation, and in the ensuing years of civil war and Taliban rule. Today, many mines in the country continue to be exploited by criminal smuggling syndicates and insurgency networks. Weak state capacity to regulate mining operations can also directly fuel local grievances through the denial of rights to land, water and livelihoods. According to ISAF’s own research such local grievances are a primary driver of support for the insurgency.

Given this history and current conditions in Afghanistan, the pace, scale and approach to mineral sector development could increase risks to the country’s stability and future economic growth.

---

c: Under the transition process, full responsibility for Afghanistan’s security will be handed over to national security forces by 2014. At the same time, the country will take on full responsibility for its own development.

d: For the purposes of this report, the term GIROA refers to the host of government bodies engaged in Afghanistan’s extractives sector. Key institutions include: the Ministry of Mines which has primary responsibility for regulation, management and oversight of extractive resources; NEPA which has primary responsibility under the environmental law for environmental issues; the Ministry of Finance responsible for fiscal management and revenue collection in relation to mining; the Ministry of Interior Affairs responsible for the Mining Protection Unit which provides security for mine sites; the Ministry of Information and Culture responsible for archaelogical issues at mine sites; and the Inter-Ministerial Council (IMC) responsible for monitoring and approving small and medium sized mining contract bids and approving large-scale mining contracts for implementation. Other important bodies include the Council of Ministers which (along with parliament) is required to approve very large mining contracts, and the Office of the President and Ministry of Justice.

e: The World Bank describes a ‘resource corridor’ as a sequence of investments and actions to leverage large scale extractive industry investments in infrastructure, goods and services into viable economic and diversification along a defined geographic area. The ‘New Silk Road’ is a US backed initiative to develop a transportation, trade and energy network across Central and South Asia with Afghanistan at its heart.
Recognising risk – commitments to best practice

GIROA and the international community have already acknowledged the risks associated with extractives sector development. The 2011 International Afghanistan Conference in Bonn, Germany emphasised the importance of international best practice to ensure that Afghanistan’s mineral wealth directly benefits the Afghan people, revenue is earned and the environment is protected. Building upon this, the June 2012 Tokyo Declaration committed GIROA and its international partners to “the development of an Extractive Industries Development Framework that governs Afghanistan’s natural wealth through an accountable, efficient, effective and transparent mechanism which builds upon and surpasses international best practices.”

In July 2012, President Karzai issued a decree requiring all contracts signed in the past three years with national and international companies to be published in full. This Decree builds on positive steps that Afghanistan has already taken. One welcome development is Afghanistan’s candidacy for the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative – a global standard that promotes revenue transparency, as is the Memorandum of Understanding agreement between the Ministries of Finance and Mines “for cooperation on transparency in mining revenues and fighting corruption.” The Minister for Mines, Wahidullah Shahrani has also committed to “totally transparent” mining operations, and to the publication of all contract information in national languages and English within 48 hours of each contract award.

The following report evaluates how Afghanistan’s first and biggest mining concession contract to date – the Aynak copper concession – supports these laudable rhetorical commitments.

Taking stock of the Aynak contract now is critical for two reasons:

- To ensure that the Aynak project proceeds on the right basis: Aynak is a massive project for Afghanistan, and the framework set up before exploitation starts will determine whether it will benefit the country or do harm. It is crucial that weaknesses in the contract are identified and addressed as quickly as possible, to ensure that the project has the strongest possible basis.
To apply lessons to upcoming contracts. As the country’s first major mineral award, Aynak is a reference point for other concession contracts, large and small. In particular, the huge Hajigak iron contract is currently under negotiation, and a series of gold, copper and petroleum concessions are due to be awarded in the coming months. Strengthening and clarifying these contracts can play a role in developing an improved business environment, suitable for responsible company engagement in Afghanistan’s mining sector.

The contract is, of course, only one part of the story. The ultimate success of the extractives sector will also depend on the existence of a comprehensive regulatory framework, government bodies with the capacity, will and coordination to manage and monitor the sector effectively, space for independent oversight, and an appropriate national government strategy for the long-term management of the country’s natural resource base. However, the contract merits specific attention as it sets out the terms of the deal and the binding commitments the mining company is to abide by. This becomes even more important when the contract is for a major and long-running project like Aynak, and in a context where laws, regulations and policies for the extractives sector are still being developed.

The Aynak copper concession

The Aynak area has great historical significance, as part of an ancient and powerful Buddhist kingdom. Today, Aynak is best known for holding one of the world’s richest unexplored copper deposits. The site is located 35km from Kabul in the province of Logar.

The Aynak copper concession was awarded during the tenure of the previous Minister of Mines, Ibrahim Adel. A consortium comprised of China Metallurgical Construction Company (MCC) and Jiangxi Copper Company Limited (JCL) (together, the “Consortium”) was selected as preferred bidder in September 2007. The Consortium subsequently set up an operating company called MCC-JCL Aynak Minerals (MJAM) to manage the project.

Details of the main bids put forward for the concession have been made public and the package provided by the Consortium does appear to be the strongest of the bidding companies. Both the Ministry of Mines and the Consortium emphasise that the bidding process was “transparent” and in line with “international best practice.” It should be noted, however, that the bidding process was criticised in a report by one former Ministry of Mines advisor and media allegations of corruption surfaced in November 2009. These allegations have not been proven and Global Witness has not reviewed the bidding process within this report.

Map Three. A map of showing the location of Aynak.

---

i: An important question which remains to be answered is why any mining contracts and, in particular, a contract of the significance of Aynak was signed at a time when the comprehensive regulatory framework for Afghanistan’s extractives sector had not yet been fully developed.
GIRoA and the Consortium signed the Aynak contract in May 2008. Described as a ‘principle contract’ it can be characterised as a framework agreement that sets basic principles and commitments. Specific aspects such as the project railway are briefly outlined with the details left to be negotiated and finalised in separate agreements.

Under the contract, the Consortium is granted the right to explore and exploit a copper deposit estimated to contain 240 million tons of material, with a reported value of $43 billion. In return, the Consortium provides an investment package worth at least $2.9 billion. This includes an upfront payment totalling $508 million (payable in three instalments) and substantial capital investment to pay for projects like the construction of a railway, a power plant and a water supply. Ancillary contracts have been signed for each of these elements, and for security provision and access to other minerals required for exploitation activities.

Since signature of the Aynak contract, the project has been beset by challenges. Security has been particularly problematic with rocket attacks on the Aynak site and abduction threats to Consortium staff. There have also been substantial delays caused by the need to demine the project site, excavate archaeological remains from the site and relocate local residents. Production is now not expected to start until the end of 2014 at the earliest. An advantage of this delay is that it provides an opportunity for GIRoA and the Consortium to review and strengthen the contractual framework of the Aynak project. Increasing transparency, accountability and community engagement is essential to securing local consent for the project, addressing security concerns and ensuring a win-win situation for the Afghan people and the Consortium.

A word on methodology

Pending publication of the signed Aynak contract, Global Witness has reviewed an April 2008 draft. Whilst this is not the signed version we understand that the wording is final, with the exception of the fiscal and security provisions, final conditions on employment commitments and additional information in the appendices.

This report is also based on meetings and research carried out between June 2010 and August 2012 in Afghanistan, the US and Europe. The report text was finalised in August 2012.

In assessing the Aynak contract terms, Global Witness has received input from mining, human rights and environmental specialists and has met with members of the community local to the Aynak project and with Afghan civil society.

We have also considered international best practice for mining contracts, taking account of documents including the International Finance Corporation (IFC)’s Sustainability Framework, the International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM)’s Sustainable Development Principles, the Natural Resource Charter, the UN Human Rights Council (UNHRC) Guiding Principles for Business and Human Rights, the Model Mine Development Agreement being developed by the International Bar Association, the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals from Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas, the Guidebook for Evaluating Mining Project EIAs produced by the Environmental Law Alliance Worldwide, the IAIA guidelines, and the Framework for Responsible Mining.

Global Witness analysis

The following analysis sets out ten main areas of concern in the contract which need urgent attention to address some of the challenges outlined above and ensure long-term sustainability of the project. These are:

1. Contract transparency
2. Contract structure and drafting
3. Community participation and grievance mechanisms
4. Economic provisions
5. Security
6. Environmental safeguards
7. Land and water rights
8. Social package
9. Heritage issues and other area-specific risks
10. Assessments and monitoring

Points 1, 2 and 10 – contract transparency, contract structure and drafting, and assessments and monitoring – are crosscutting themes. The remaining seven relate to specific themes and are dealt with in chronological order. Of these sections, 1 (contract transparency), 5 (security) and 10 (assessments and monitoring) are priorities and merit particular attention at this time.

For each area, we have set out detailed recommendations:

- for the Consortium and GIRoA, to improve governance of the Aynak project;
- for GIRoA, to take on board lessons from Aynak for all current and planned mining projects; and
- for the international community, on how external funding and support should be provided to support shared objectives of a transparent and accountable mining sector which surpasses international best practice, in line with the commitments made at the Bonn and Tokyo conferences and the Afghanistan-US strategic partnership agreement.
1. Contract transparency

As the section below shows, one of our main concerns is the lack of transparency over the contract provisions and ensuing implications for project sustainability.

The delay in publishing the Aynak contract and ancillary contracts presents a fundamental obstacle to ensuring good project governance and is out of keeping with current government commitments to transparency in the sector.

The Aynak contract was signed in May 2008 under the previous Minister of Mines. According to Minister Shahrami, the current minister who assumed responsibility for the Ministry of Mines in January 2010, the contract agreed under his predecessor cannot be published until all ancillary contracts have been executed. In April 2011, he stated to Global Witness that this should happen by the end of 2011, by which time the Aynak contract would be made public. As at August 2012, however, neither the contract nor the ancillary contracts have been published. This means that the Afghan people, its parliament, local communities and large sections of the Afghan government do not have access to documents that are crucial to the economic future of the country.

In conversations with the Ministry of Mines, some officials have told Global Witness that they do not have access to the contract. This could place Ministry of Mines staff tasked with negotiating implementation of the contract with the Consortium at a disadvantage. Instead, they have to rely on what they are told is in the contract. In addition, one of the international lawyers who advised GiroA during the drafting and negotiation of the contract is now advising the Consortium on contract implementation. To build trust in contracting processes, it is important that safeguards for international advisors are put in place and implemented to prevent any perception of conflicts of interest.

Brief details of the bids put forward by the Consortium and its competitors have been made public (see Appendix 1) as well as summary details of the Consortium’s social and infrastructure development obligations (see Appendix 2).

The Aynak contract was also provided to the International Advisory Panel (IAP), a panel of international mining experts, who reviewed the contract for “fairness” and provided “constructive suggestions to ensure contractual compliance across the construction and early production”. The IAP report is not public but Global Witness has obtained a copy, which is available on the Global Witness website.

In exchanges with the Global Witness, the advisor concerned has stated that his role in the Aynak contract was negotiated in an open forum and that his participation consisted of explaining the contract language to the parties and assisting them in reaching a “meeting of minds”. He has also stated that his involvement in the Aynak tender process did not give him access to any “non-public information that would confer inappropriate advantage” as GIROA deliberations were not conducted in English and he was not privy to “any discussions concerning compliance or enforcement policy or any future planning or strategy vis a vis the Consortium”. Further, the advisor has explained that there were extensive discussions and communications, including with the Ministry of Mines, before he commenced work for the Consortium, and that “no objection based on a conflict of interest was raised as an impediment”. Through exchanges with the Ministry of Mines, however, Global Witness has been informed that the advisor’s move across to the investing company potentially contravened restrictions in his contract against providing services on the project to another party, and that the Ministry of Mines was not informed of his decision to move.
Box 2: The rising tide of contract transparency

There is a growing international recognition of the right of citizens to see the contracts agreed on their behalf for major national assets. The Revenue Watch Institute has documented the increasing number of governments that are electing to publish extractives contracts. Examples include:

- **Guinea**: The 2011 Mining Code requires publication of all contracts in the official gazette and on a government website.
- **Niger**: The 2010 constitution requires publication of all natural resource contracts as well as natural resource revenues on a disaggregated, company-by-company basis.
- **DRC**: A 2011 decree requires all oil, mining and forestry contracts to be published within 60 days of coming into effect.
- **Congo-Brazzaville**: Publishes many of its production sharing agreements on government websites.
- **Timor-Leste**: Publishes all production-sharing contracts of the Timor Sea zone.
- **Sao Tome and Principe**: 2004 oil revenue management requires public disclosure of all oil contracts. These can be found at public information offices in the country.
- **Liberia**: The 2009 EITI law requires public disclosure of mineral and forestry contracts.
- **US**: The full text of mineral leases (contracts) and relevant information about payments are published. Contracts from the Gulf of Mexico are publicly available.
- **Iraq**: The Kurdistan Regional Government has published all of its petroleum production-sharing agreements.
- **Ghana**: Most important petroleum contracts made available for download online by the Ministry of Energy.
- **Denmark**: The 2005 model contract allows for access to contracts where “public interest outweighs confidentiality”.
- **Columbia**: Freedom of Information legislation allows disclosure of extractives contracts.
- **Bolivia**: Publishes many of its production sharing agreements on government websites.
- **Peru**: Publishes its model contracts and many of its final hydrocarbon and mining agreements.
- **Sierra Leone**: The new petroleum law requires publication of all oil contracts.

A notable example from the private sector is the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) pipeline where a consortium led by BP publicly disclosed the project contracts to help manage local expectations and address concerns over social and environmental impacts.

---

k. In its 2009 ‘Contracts Confidential’, the Revenue Watch Institute examined the issue of contract transparency in detail, dismantling the traditional arguments for secrecy and providing case studies illustrating the positive impacts of transparency. See http://www.revenuewatch.org/publications/contracts-confidential-ending-secret-deals-extractive-industries.

Why contract transparency matters

Contract transparency is fundamental to any meaningful engagement with local communities, accountable project management and oversight. Access to these documents is key to understanding the nature of commitments the government and the company have entered into, and a prerequisite to identifying and addressing the serious risks that can accompany extraction and to monitoring the agreements effectively.5

For example, the Natural Resource Charter, with which Minister Shahrami is currently engaging,6 emphasises the importance of transparency for effective governance. Precept 2 of the Charter calls for citizens, their parliamentary representatives and civil society to be well informed so they can hold their governments and companies to account and reduce risks of resource mismanagement. It describes extractive resources as “public assets” and notes, “it is increasingly accepted that citizens have a basic right to information about government activities and the use of public assets.”53

There may be a small number of provisions that need to be kept out of the public domain, for commercial or security reasons. There is justification, for example, to keep confidential information which is genuinely commercially sensitive or which poses a real security risk (such as details on the positioning of security forces). It is important that provisions are withheld only when and to the extent absolutely necessary. Legitimate claims to confidentiality should not become a blanket excuse to avoid disclosing contract terms that should, in the public interest, be published.

Transparency and contract summaries

Publishing summary details of contracts is not enough. It is important that the full contracts are also made public, so that summary information can be checked for accuracy and to ensure crucial details have not been omitted. The importance of publication is well illustrated by the 2011 Qara-Zaghan gold contract of which both summary details and full terms were made public. The summary refers to the creation of 280 job opportunities once the project starts but omits one major detail – that these jobs will only go to Afghans “to the extent practicable”.54 Only by looking at full contract terms is it possible for Afghans to see this crucial condition that fundamentally affects the potential benefits available to them for this project.

For Aynak, the Ministry of Mines has now taken the positive step of making details of social benefit commitments in the contract public (see Appendix 2). On training, however, these published details refer to the company making arrangements for the training of “local manpower”.55 The contract, by contrast, refers to the “training of suitable persons of Afghanistan citizenship” – with no specific requirement for training to be offered to local people. This discrepancy highlights again the need for full contract publication so that the summaries can be checked and verified, helping to build local trust in the public claims of GIRoA and the Consortium.

Over recent years, recognition of the importance of transparency has led an increasing number of governments to publish their extractives contracts (see Box 2). Contrary to dire predictions of investors fleeing, interest in the resources of these countries has continued to grow. One interesting example is Peru where contract publication was introduced specifically to create an open investment environment to attract more foreign investment.56 This approach appears to have had success with Peru announcing the approval of $28 billion in mining projects in June 2012.57

In line with this emerging norm, Minister Shahrani has committed to “totally transparent” mining operations,58 and to the publication of contract details in national languages and English within 48 hours of each contract award.59 As of August 2012, however, only a small number of extractive contracts have been published in full and none of these are available in all three relevant

---

5. Afghan law has also started to take account of the need for public information on extractive activities. The 2010 Mining Law and Regulations require the publication of the material terms of any mining contract on the government website within 10 days of execution, and of annual reports on direct and indirect economic benefits from mining activities “in accordance with international best practices based on the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative”.

6. For example, the Natural Resource Charter, with which Minister Shahrami is currently engaging, emphasises the importance of transparency for effective governance. Precept 2 of the Charter calls for citizens, their parliamentary representatives and civil society to be well informed so they can hold their governments and companies to account and reduce risks of resource mismanagement. It describes extractive resources as “public assets” and notes, “it is increasingly accepted that citizens have a basic right to information about government activities and the use of public assets.”

7. Over recent years, recognition of the importance of transparency has led an increasing number of governments to publish their extractives contracts. This approach appears to have had success with Peru announcing the approval of $28 billion in mining projects in June 2012.
Copper Bottomed? Bolstering the Aynak Contract: Afghanistan’s first major mining deal

Following on from President Karzai’s recent decree, it is important that the commitment to contract transparency becomes a reality so that all Afghans can see the agreements that have been signed in their name, and that commitments made within these agreements can be monitored. There needs to be a consistent approach across the extractives sector so as to ensure a level playing field for all mining and petroleum companies engaging in Afghanistan.

Transparency and project documents

While contract transparency is an important first step towards such “totally transparent” operations, sub-contracts and service contracts are also crucial for project oversight and accountability, along with key project documents such as impact assessments. Publication of subsidiary deals - together with details of the ultimate beneficial owners of the companies securing these contracts – can help guard against elite capture of valuable contracts arising from the project and can help to track financial flows.

South Sudan’s new petroleum law shows the way ahead, with a requirement for “beneficial ownership information” of companies that have been awarded Exploration and Production Sharing Agreements to be published.

Countries such as the DRC and Zimbabwe illustrate the financially and politically destructive impact secrecy can have. Global Witness has reported on links between mining company owners and political, police and military figures. Our investigations have revealed stakes in state mines being sold to private investors for a fraction of their value and the use of tax havens and secrecy jurisdictions, potentially depriving the state of mining revenues and creating a risk, off-budget funding to the advantage of key powerbrokers.

In Afghanistan itself, there are numerous examples of internationally funded construction projects where contracting arrangements have allowed money to be wasted, misused and in some cases potentially diverted to actors engaged in conflict or corruption. These risks need to be recognised and safeguards incorporated into the drafting of extractives contracts from the outset.

Transparency and model contracts

For future contracts, Global Witness understands that a suite of standard contract terms is being developed. A ‘model contract’ will be produced for each type of concession so that, for example, all future gold concessions can be awarded on the basis of the same ‘gold model contract’ terms. If implemented, this should allow a consistent approach to be taken to all future concession contracts. For this approach to be effective, it is important that these model contracts are made public so that the terms can be fully reviewed and any concerns can be addressed from the outset. It is, of course, essential that the model contracts take account of past experience, particularly lessons learned from the Aynak project. Contracts based on model forms also need to be published so that there is accountability for any deviations from the model wording.

---

n: As of August 2012, only two contracts are available in full on the English version of the Ministry of Mines website (the 2011 Qara-Zaghan gold contract and the 2011 Herat cement contract). The Dari version of the website includes full copies of the 2011 Herat cement contract, the 2011 Gadakhil chromite contract and the 2012 Malma coal mine contract, whilst the Pashto version of the site appears to contain only contract summaries. The Ministry of Mines has also announced that the 2011 Amu Darya hydrocarbon agreement is available for public review but Global Witness has had no response to requests for a copy of this agreement.

o: The Financial Action Task Force defines a Beneficial Owner as, “the natural person(s) who ultimately owns or controls a customer and/or the person on whose behalf a transaction is being conducted. It also incorporates those persons who exercise ultimate effective control over a legal person or arrangement.”
**Recommendations on transparency**

For the Aynak project GIRoA and the Consortium should:

- **Publish, without further delay, the Aynak contract and associated agreements.** These contracts should be published in full, with Dari and Pashto translation, in soft copy on relevant Ministry websites and in hard copy at a designated area that is easily accessible by project-affected communities.

- **Publish documents arising in relation to the Aynak contract**, including sub-contracts, service contracts, assessments, studies, expert reports and recommendations. These should also be made available on relevant ministry websites and in hard copy at designated locations accessible by affected communities with translations in Dari and Pashto.

Across the extractives sector, GIRoA should:

- **Make any model extractives contracts open to public consultation before finalisation.**

- **Publish all final model contracts**, in hard and soft copy, with local translations.

- **Publish all existing extractives contracts along with appendices and ancillary contracts**, in hard and soft copy, with local translations. Where confidentiality clauses apply, GIRoA should negotiate amendments to enable publication. Associated project documents including service contracts, assessments, studies, expert reports and recommendations should also be published.

- **Engage with the public as future contracts are being negotiated, and publish final contracts immediately upon signature**, together with details of beneficial ownership of contracting companies. Ensure that translations are published and that steps are taken to make the contracts accessible to the local communities as soon as possible after signature.

- **Ensure that current requirements on politicians and public officials to declare any business interests are met and agree processes to investigate and address potential conflicts of interest.**

- **Prohibit legal and other advisors brought in to advise GIRoA on extractives projects from subsequently representing the company counterpart on the same project for a specified period and ensure that this prohibition is enforced.**

The international community should:

- **Instruct the legal advisors they fund to incorporate transparency safeguards into contracts including requirements for publication of ultimate company ownerships and corporate structures and for publishing associated infrastructure, service and sub-contracts.** Ensure that international lawyers continue to work with Afghan counterparts to ensure that local expertise is developed.

- **Stipulate that donor-funded legal advisors brought in to advise GIRoA on a mining project are prohibited from subsequently representing the company counterpart on the same project.**

- **Provide training and support to relevant ministries, local officials and civil society on how they can make extractive contracts fully accessible to the local community**, taking account of international experiences.

- **Incorporate transparency of contracts and of beneficial ownership of investing companies, together with accessibility of contracts within shared monitoring and evaluation frameworks** for development assistance to Afghanistan. In the first instance, this should apply to the Tokyo Mutual Accountability Framework.
2. Contract structure and drafting

The following section shows how errors and omissions in the contract structure and drafting could impact upon the application of international best practice standards to the project and of GIROA’s ability to manage the project. It highlights concerns over whether or not state-backed companies can claim ‘sovereign immunity’ from prosecution and demonstrates the need for this to be addressed by GIROA in future legislation and contracts.

The Aynak contract makes positive references to international standards intended to protect people and environment, and recognises the need for responsible mine management. However, these positives are undermined by ambiguity over:

- Which international standards will apply and how these will be implemented in practice;
- How plans and timetables are to take account of recommendations from social and environmental assessments;
- Whether a full evaluation of all expected benefits and impacts will be done before a final decision is made on whether to proceed with exploitation; and
- Incomplete or absent definitions.

International standards

Clause 3 requires the Consortium to “conduct all ... operations and activities in a sound manner in accordance with best international mining engineering standards and practices” and under Clause 15, the Consortium “has made broad commitments ... concerning environmental protection including ... all World Bank Environmental and Social Safeguard Policies, the Equator Principles and the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights.”

There is also a welcome recognition of the need for responsible management. Under Clause 15, the Consortium is required to “manage its activities in a technically, financially, socially, culturally and environmentally responsible manner to achieve the environmental protection and sustainable development objectives and responsibilities required by [the contract, Afghan law and applicable international conventions including the Kyoto Protocols].”

It is striking, however, that the contract calls for best international standards to be met for the conduct of mining operations yet no such requirement exists for environmental and social safeguards.
Furthermore, the operational provisions within the contract which set out how mining activities will be planned and executed do not explicitly take account of these positive references to international standards and best practice. This means that, in practice, it is not clear how these standards will be applied, creating a risk that there is lip service to international standards which does not translate to reality.

Chinese proverb: Nothing can be accomplished without norms or standards.

For example, under the operational provisions, the Consortium is required to develop a “Bankable Feasibility Study” (BFS) and a “Mine Development Plan” (MDP) before beginning to exploit the mine, and to submit a ‘Project Schedule’ setting out activity dates. These are key documents which will determine how, where and when exploitation will take place.

To bring the documents into line with international standards and best practice, they should take full account of international best practice standards. For example, if abiding by the IFC sustainability framework and the World Bank policies and Guidelines, there should be time built in for appropriate participation by local communities, government agencies and experts to ensure potential impacts are taken into account in the costs, and that planning is done to minimise and mitigate adverse effects. This is integral to full compliance with these standards.

However, under the contract, the BFS is simply defined as “a feasibility study prepared in sufficient depth and detail so that the study would be normally acceptable to international lending institutions”, whilst the MDP is not defined at all. Without further detail, there is ambiguity as to how or to what extent either document is required to take account of best practice guidelines.

This view is shared by the World Bank’s Independent Advisory Panel, who commented: “[IAP] considers the term [BFS] not sufficiently detailed to have practical application and to ensure that international standards are maintained.”

Keeping up with best practice

International standards of practice are rules and procedures developed by the world mining industry and others through lengthy periods of scrutiny and technical experience. They have evolved to protect the interests of all parties – operating companies, investors, communities and host governments. These standards are constantly evolving to reflect new learning and experience in the extractives sector. For a major project like Aynak, operating in a particularly challenging environment, it is in the interests of all stakeholders to take account of this world-wide learning by ensuring that the latest and best available standards and practice are used to guide each aspect of the project, at every stage.

As the contract stands, it is not clear how developments of referenced standards are to be taken into account. The Equator Principles, for example, have been updated this year and are due to be revised fully. Will these revisions apply to the Aynak project?

Different standards have different strengths. The World Bank Principles and Guidelines, for instance, provide good guidance on issues such as environmental assessments, whilst the IFC Sustainable Framework (on which the Equator Principles are based) are useful on areas such as involuntary resettlement and labour rights. To reflect this, the contract should require that, for each part and each stage of the project, the best and most up-to-date available international standards and principles should be applied.

Box 3: MCC corporate standards

MCC, the majority investor in the Aynak project, has its own corporate standards for managing mining projects. It publishes ‘sustainability reports’ on what these standards are and how they are being met.

• Commitments to environmental protection; assessing and minimising environmental impacts to realise the harmonious development of the economy and the environment.

• Building harmonious communities, with promotion of local employment, community development and infrastructure so as to achieve common development. Respect for local cultures, resolution of disputes “at the root” and active integration with the local community to create a favourable external environment for the company.

• Anti-corruption efforts, including examination of subsidiaries.

• Harmonious and stable labour relations, with labour unions for employees, a healthy and safe working environment and investments in education and training.

Addressing weaknesses in the structure and drafting of the Aynak contract is therefore important to ensure that the project aligns with MCC’s own objectives and standards.
Sovereign immunity: When is a company not a company?

Since the two investors in the Consortium, MCC and JCL, are partially owned by the government of the People’s Republic of China, the principle of sovereign immunity could arise. Under this principle, the acts of a state are immune from the jurisdiction of the courts of another state. This prevents legal proceedings from being brought against a state without its consent. This principle can apply to agencies of the state including state-owned companies. There are exemptions to this immunity, including for commercial transactions, but these exemptions vary from country to country and it is not always clear how they will apply in practice. In one recent case in Hong Kong, the question of whether the DRC could rely on sovereign immunity was so unclear that the original ruling was overturned, and then overturned again, with the case ultimately going to Hong Kong’s Final Court of Appeal, which upheld the sovereign immunity. Such court proceedings are expensive, time-consuming and their outcome is uncertain, so it is in the interests of all parties to avoid the need for them. In any project with an investor owned in whole or in part by a foreign government, the risk that the principle of sovereign immunity could become an obstacle to GIRoA bringing an action against the company should be identified and addressed from the outset.

Competing rights

The Consortium’s property rights often compete with the social and environmental provisions in the contract. The Consortium’s rights to land, water and minerals for mining operations may, in practice, conflict with community rights under the social provisions set out in the contract. The priorities between these two conflicting sets of provisions need to be carefully balanced and well maintained. Since the community is not a party to the contract, in the event of a dispute over contractual commitments, an arbitrator is likely to place greater emphasis on the Consortium’s property rights than on external social and economic rights.

This issue can be resolved by clarifying the weight to be accorded to such third party rights, or by referencing international laws or documents which would cause an arbitrator or Afghan court to give appropriate weight to social and environmental issues in their interpretation.

Realistic deadlines?

Potential risks arising from the lack of integration and detailed guidance within the contract are compounded by tight construction deadlines. Under Article 13, the Consortium is required to complete construction “within sixty (60) months from the effective date of this Mining Contract”, and this period “shall not be extended for any delay which is caused by the fault of [the Consortium], its subcontractors or any entities affiliated with [the Consortium].” Without further detail, it is not clear how a delay occasioned by, for example, the need to address an environmental issue caused by the Consortium will be classified. This gives rise to an ambiguity which could put pressure on the Consortium to rush construction in order to escape penalties. In practice, where issues such as the clearing of landmines and archaeological excavations at the site have arisen, the parties have been able to agree delays to operations, so this clause does not appear to have had an impact date. However, this may change as these external sources of delay are addressed. This potential risk should also be avoided as future contracts are negotiated.
Who makes the final call on whether or not to proceed with the project?

The Consortium is required to produce the BFS and MDP during the initial exploration period, for review and approval by the Ministry of Mines. For the Ministry to evaluate the true feasibility of the project, however, it is essential that the BFS takes due account of all potential project impacts. For example, existing economic activities such as agriculture may be adversely affected by the environmental impacts of mining. This is a potential cost that needs to be taken into account when considering the overall feasibility of the Aynak project. In preparing the BFS, all potential social, environmental, human rights, cultural and local economy benefits and costs (including ‘worst-case scenarios’) should be identified and included.

A crucial question is what happens if these anticipated costs outweigh the benefits of extraction? As it stands, this scenario does not appear to be anticipated by the contract. Whilst the Ministry of Mines is required to approve the BFS and MDP, there are no provisions setting out what would happen if an assessment of negative impacts and costs suggest that the exploitation should not proceed at this time. At present, there is strong pressure to get the project going as quickly as possible so that revenues can come online, but there also needs to be a recognition that this may not be in Afghanistan’s best interest. The contract should specifically require that the decision on whether to proceed with the project is made after the full assessment of the costs and benefits has been produced and reviewed.

Drafting errors and omissions

More generally, the drafting of the contract needs to be reviewed. Many key terms are either not defined or the definitions are insufficiently detailed. There is, for example, no definition of the Mineral Law despite the fact that it is referenced throughout the contract and is central to its interpretation. Given that the Mineral Law is being revised, will the new law apply to the contract? Ambiguities of this type can lead to time-consuming and costly disputes between GIRoA and the Consortium in the future.

Recommendations on contract structure and drafting

For the Aynak project GIRoA and the Consortium should:

- Clarify that for each part and each stage of the project, they will apply the latest international best practice standards.
- Ensure that broad commitments to Afghan law and international standards are accompanied by or reference specific and detailed procedures.
- Take steps to clarify the position on sovereign immunity including the agreement of a contractual waiver by the Consortium of any sovereign immunity rights it may hold and a written statement from the People’s Republic of China clarifying its position on any legal actions that may arise (including claims for contractual breach, negligence and/or regulatory infractions).
- Agree procedures in the event that the assessment of anticipated costs and benefits of the Aynak project suggests that exploitation should not go ahead at the currently planned time.
- Agree that plans for operational activities take full account of the need to minimise and mitigate social, environmental, human rights, local economic and cultural impacts.
- Review and agree clarifications to the contract to ensure a balance is maintained between corporate rights and wider social and environmental rights.
- Review the contract drafting and agree definitions for key terms which are not defined or are insufficiently defined.

Across the extractives sector, GIRoA should:

- Ensure that the learning points identified from the Aynak contract are taken into account in the preparation of model contracts and in the negotiation of future concession contracts.

The international community should:

- Provide support for legal advice and training to staff at relevant ministries on contract drafting, structure, international standards and best practice for each project area and on technical issues such as sovereign immunity.
- Incorporate requirements for application of up-to-date and appropriate international standards and best practice to mining projects within shared monitoring and evaluation frameworks for development assistance to Afghanistan.
3. Community participation and grievance mechanisms

A major weakness in the Aynak contract is that it does not set out a process to engage the community affected by the project, nor does it include any mechanism to address community complaints and concerns. This is compounded by continued secrecy over project documents, meaning the local community has incomplete information on the deal.

The following section shows how this has undermined the project and discusses the steps GIRoA is now taking to bridge this contractual weakness.

The importance of community buy-in

For the local community, the Aynak project has the potential to bring in much-needed jobs, education, training, and improved local services. At the same time, there are risks that the community could suffer from the loss of land and other impacts on the environment, water supply and local livelihoods. If expected benefits do not materialise or are seen to accrue unfairly to particular individuals or groups at the expense of the wider community, this is likely to breed local resentment and opposition to the project. In turn, this could increase support for the insurgency and instability around the mine. Already, Global Witness has heard repeated complaints from members of the local community: warning signs that need to be addressed as a matter of urgency (see Box 5). At the same time, thought must be given to the impact of the extractives sector for the Afghan people as a whole – particularly those communities that are not near extractives deposits. Both local and national buy-in is essential to the successful development of the sector.

It is in the interests of the company to secure community ‘buy in’ to the project. If the community ends up opposing the mine this could have serious implications, worsening conditions at the site and potentially making it more difficult for the Consortium to recruit and retain staff. Security concerns and local opposition to the project could also give rise to costly delays to mining operations and impact on the company reputation. At the same time, this would undermine efforts to combat the insurgency, raise security expenditure, potentially delay the receipt of mining revenues and impact on efforts to attract quality international investment to the sector. As laid out below, access to information, community engagement, and appropriate grievance procedures are key to securing community buy-in.

Box 4: What is the local community around Aynak?

Logar province, where Aynak is situated, is made up predominantly of rural villages and has amongst the highest rates of poverty and unemployment in Afghanistan. The population is of mixed ethnicity and includes the traditionally nomadic Kuchi tribes, whose numbers vary in different seasons. Issues of land tenure are complicated, with long standing tensions between different ethnic groups. These tensions are compounded by partial land registration under previous regimes and movements in population during the recent decades of conflict. The local community is largely dependant on agriculture and livestock, making access to land and availability of water essential for their livelihoods. Currently, over four fifths of households in the province have access to irrigated land. Over half of the population does not have access to safe drinking water and literacy rates are low, particularly among women and the Kuchi population.

The Aynak concession area covers two districts, with 24,500 people situated in 29 villages in and around the project site (in both Logar and Kabul). Five villages have been identified so far as being directly affected by mining activities: Wali Killai, Kooz Chinara, Adam Killai, Bar Chinaria and Siso Tangai. According to the surveys of the Ministry of Mines, there are 117 families from these villages, of which 62 are resident families whilst the rest have emigrated to other areas and countries including Pakistan. The construction of a tailings pond (an area to store waste materials from mining operations) will also have a direct effect, with assessments of 11 villages, containing some 450 families having been carried out to help determine its location. As the project progresses and work begins on the railway and other associated works, there may be further impacts on additional villages and families.
a) Access to information

Contrary to international best practice, the contract does not require the provision of information to the community on the project or its impacts. It also does not state how the community will be provided with the support to understand the implications of the project for them so that they can feed into consultations and assessments effectively and flag areas of risk or concern at an early stage.

Outside of the contract, the Ministry of Mines has recently published documentation on the project including a “Resettlement Action Plan” (RAP). This document represents a major step forward in making information on the project available and accessible. It provides detailed information on the work GIRoA is doing to resettle five villages immediately impacted by the Aynak project, setting out the international guidelines which are being followed, the results of socio-economic surveys carried out of the affected villages, concerns raised to date, and plans and progress made in compensating and resettling them. The RAP also summarises the Consortium’s social and infrastructure obligations under the contract.

Production and publication of the RAP is a welcome and important step, but much more needs to be done. Critically, the Aynak main and sub-contracts have not been made public, nor has there been any commitment made to publish other key documents such as the BFS. Without full publication, public statements about contractual commitments cannot be independently verified. For example, the RAP summary of the Consortium social obligations does not mention the contractual requirements to protect customary water rights. This provides only a partial picture of company requirements to the community, therefore. Continuing failure to publish the contract could give rise to unrealistic expectations and, more generally, an atmosphere of distrust, potentially undermining the government and company relations with the community.

In Liberia, the Sustainable Development Institute, a local civil society group, delivers a community workshop explaining free, prior and informed consent. Local communities can participate effectively in decisions on natural resource management and ensure that they benefit... if they are given the opportunity, tools and support they need.
It also limits the ability of the local community and civil society to monitor the implementation of contract terms. This underlines again the importance of making the Aynak contract and key project documents public.

Beyond publication, it is important that communities are given the support they need to understand the implications of projects documents and, more broadly, what impacts mining projects can have. GIRoA has been carrying out consultations, surveys and focus group meetings with members of the local community at Aynak, but published reports of these activities suggest they do not go far enough. Community engagement to date appears to have focused on agreeing land compensation levels, gathering socio-economic data on affected villages, explaining expected employment and social benefits from the project and recording general concerns raised. This is, however, only part of the story. The community also needs to understand what impacts the project could have on, for example, the environment and human rights and the plans to manage such impacts. This can be done by discussing with the community what support they need to understand possible impacts and project documents, including any legal or technical advice, and then seeking to provide that. They could also be offered a visit to an existing mine site, so that they can speak to local people to get a sense of what they have experienced and issues of which they should be aware. MCC has an existing project in Pakistan which could be a useful comparator for the Aynak community.

**Recommendations on access to information**

**For the Aynak project** GIRoA and the Consortium should:

- **Ensure that the contract and key project documents are made available and fully accessible to the local community**, taking specific account of illiterate community members and groups at risk of marginalisation (such as women).

- **Agree with the community additional steps for them to better understand the potential impacts of mining on them**, such as visits to existing company mines (with the freedom to meet with local communities and experts around such mines independently).

**Across the extractives sector**, GIRoA should:

- **Ensure that potentially affected communities are provided information from the outset and continuously on planned/potential projects**. This should be budgeted for before any project begins, and special care should be taken to ensure that potential excluded groups such as women, youth and local minorities are able to access information.

**The international community should**:

- **Provide training and support to relevant ministries on making extractive contracts fully accessible to the local community**, taking account of international experiences.

- **Provide training and support to local officials and civil society so that they can assist in ensuring that extractive contracts are accessible to the local community.**

- **Incorporate community access to information into shared monitoring and evaluation frameworks for development assistance to Afghanistan.**

---

q: Companies on mining projects in other countries have facilitated visits to other mines they operate. However, it should be noted that for such visits to be of real benefit, visitors must have the opportunity, time and freedom to speak to members of the community around the mine being visited (see Miranda M et al, 2005, Framework for Responsible Mining: A Guide to Evolving Standards, 2005, p.69). Available at http://www.frameworkforresponsiblemining.org/pubs/Framework_20051018.pdf.
b) Community engagement

A weakness of the Aynak contract is that it does not set out how the community is to engage with the project. The Consortium and the Ministry of Mines are now establishing mechanisms to take account of local community needs and wishes but questions remain over how these are structured – in particular whether there are sufficient safeguards to ensure that the community as a whole is engaged as opposed to particular factions or local powerbrokers.

The importance of local participation is reflected in the motto of the Consortium’s operating company MJAM:

“Serve the local, benefit the local”

To comply with contractual requirements and Afghan and international laws and principles, detailed information on each stage of the project should be made available to the affected community sufficiently in advance for them to consider and comment on it. At present, however, the contract does not set out how such information will be provided, nor any mechanisms for consultation and participation.

The contract commits the Consortium to comply with the Equator Principles which, in turn, require free, prior and informed consultation with affected communities at all stages of the project. The Consortium also commits to comply with Afghan environmental law which provides that: “Affected persons may express their opinion on the proposed project, plan, policy or activity, the preliminary assessment, the environmental impact statement, the final record of opinion and the comprehensive mitigation plan, before approval... and (it must be demonstrated) to the National Environmental Protection Agency that affected persons have had meaningful opportunities, through independent consultation and participation in public hearings, to express their opinions on these matters on a timely basis.”

At an international level, Afghanistan goes a step further, through its commitment to support the principle of free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) for indigenous peoples for any plans or projects which potentially impact on their access to land, water, minerals or other resources. Putting in place consultation procedures in line with this higher-level principle will help ensure that there is community buy-in at all stages of the project.

On environmental issues, Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration states that “environmental issues are best handled with participation of all concerned citizens”, whilst in China the Provisional Measures for Public Participation in Environmental Impact Assessment sets out clear procedures for public participation on environmental protection.
Additionally, the UNGPs endorsed by the UNHRC with express Chinese support provide clear guidelines for states and companies on their respective obligations to protect and respect human rights. Companies are required to conduct ongoing due diligence processes which should include “meaningful consultation with potentially affected groups”, with special attention paid to potential human rights impacts on groups “at heightened risk of vulnerability or marginalization”.

The lack of contractual provisions on community engagement does not preclude action on this front, however. In practice, the Consortium’s operating company, MJAM has confirmed to Global Witness that it has consulted the local community “before, during and since the Aynak mining contract”. The company states that it has authorised a social and environmental assessment for the project which includes interviews with residents. It also claims to frequently call for meetings with tribal elders to listen to their opinions and suggestions for project process. As stated above, GiroA has also been carrying out surveys, consultations and focus groups on specific aspects of the project (land and resettlement).

While such engagement is positive, questions remain as to what information is made available to which villages and when, what engagement there is on areas such as environmental and human rights impacts, and how the results of community engagement actually feed into the project plans. It is also not clear how the Consortium and Ministry of Mines consultations work together. For example, how are complaints made by community members to the Consortium fed across to the Ministry? To what extent does the Consortium have to take account of the results of Ministry consultations? Another crucial question is on the inclusiveness of consultation – whether the participation truly takes account of all affected villages and whether the people the Consortium meets with are seen as representative of the wider community. Rather than leave these questions, it is better to agree a clear process for participation with the impacted community, which should be in the form of a signed agreement between all three parties so that it is fully binding.

Special care should also be taken to ensure that potentially excluded groups such as women and ethnic and religious minorities are also part of the process. The contract requires the Consortium to “respect the religious and cultural traditions of Afghanistan”, which is an important provision. At the same time, there is a risk that it could become a bar to, for example, women benefiting from employment and educational opportunities at the Aynak project. The Ministry of Mines has made a positive start on this, through its consideration of the need to take account of women in its socio-economic surveys of the Aynak community.

Social agreement made between a logging company, the local community and the local authority in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Continued community buy-in is key to assuring that the project will proceed without local opposition and is in the interests of all parties. A widely used approach in the natural resource sector is for affected communities to reach agreement directly with the state and the company so that they know that the promises made to them are legally enforceable.

“A mining cartoon from Central Asia. This illustrates the problems that can occur when mining companies buy the support of local officials or influential groups, at the expense of the wider local population. It is important that Afghanistan learns from these experiences, putting in checks and balances to guard against the same problems arising in its extractive sector. (Credit: Zoï Environment Network / Ruslan Valitov 2012).”

“This mine is not going to thrive if these communities fail. The number one risk is the social licence to operate.” World Bank Mining expert, Michael Stanley, commenting on the Aynak project in a Wall Street Journal article by Dion Nissenbaum, June 2012.
Box 5: Protecting mining investments

For investors, greater transparency and free, prior and informed community consent at all stages of extractives industry activity can yield significant dividends:

- Early consultation enables potential risks to be identified, allowing financial savings to be made.
- Addressing community concerns before they become grievances is more likely to be successful and effective. If concerns are not addressed at the outset, costly and potentially unsuccessful mitigation measures may be required at a later stage.
- Local opposition can give rise to protests and violence at any stage, potentially resulting in suspensions, costly delays and ultimately affecting project viability. Host governments may be induced to halt operations, revoke permits or impose fines, and project finance may be put at risk.
- Local conflicts can risk the security of mine staff, affect the work environment and make recruitment and retention of staff more difficult.
- Adverse publicity can affect brand image and reputation, and make negotiating with other host governments and attracting project finance more difficult.
- Demand for project outputs can be affected by boycotts, whilst supply of essential materials such as water supplies can be affected by community blockages.
- Obtaining widespread local support can help ensure the continuation of the project through changes in the governing regime.

Recommendations on community engagement

For the Aynak project GIRoA and the Consortium should:

- Ensure that there are clear provisions to seek FPIC of the local community at all stages of the project, backed by an agreement signed by the community and the Consortium.
- Set out and agree the respective responsibilities of GIRoA and the Consortium to ensure that human rights are protected and respected under the UNGPs.

Across the extractives sector, GIRoA should:

- Apply the standard of FPIC of local communities to all extractives projects, starting from the initial decision to exploit a concession, and incorporate this standard into all future extractives contracts.
- Ensure that community engagement processes take account of all community members including minority ethnic groups, women and youth.
- Incorporate the UNGPs into all extractives contracts.

The international community should:

- Provide training and support to GIRoA to improve capacity to fully evaluate and address the consequences of extraction.
- Provide training and support to GIRoA to improve capacity to engage effectively with the local community and to improve capacity to implement the UNGPs.
- Incorporate effective community engagement into shared monitoring and evaluation frameworks for development assistance to Afghanistan.

---

c) Grievance procedures

When community complaints arise, it is important that there is a procedure in place to address them early on to avoid tensions building up and potentially fueling conflict. Under the contract, either GIRoA or the Consortium can refer any disputes arising in relation to the Aynak project to arbitration (a confidential and private system to resolve disputes which is outside of the court system). Since the local community is not a party to the contract, however, this means of dispute resolution is not open to it. They are able to use national courts for issues covered by Afghan law, but where their concerns relate to commitments made only in the contract (such as company pledges not to use agricultural water) they cannot take action themselves. Instead, the community members would have to rely on GIRoA’s willingness to bring actions on their behalf.

To bridge this gap, the Ministry of Mines is now in the process of setting up a ‘grievance redressal mechanism’ for the Aynak project. According to the Ministry, the mechanism will have a committee made up of representatives from relevant ministries, the company, a NGO, shuras (local/community councils) – including women’s shuras, and the local/provincial government. Unresolved disputes will be referred to the Ministry and outcomes recorded in a database.93

Whilst this is a welcome start, key questions remain that will determine its effectiveness. It is important that these are fully considered and addressed in the design of the mechanism, drawing on the recommendations for grievance mechanisms set out in the UNGPs.

For example:

- Community members will need to know what rights they have, so that they can bring complaints when these are breached. Again, contract transparency would allow this.
- The community needs to see the mechanism as legitimate, so committee representatives should be trusted and respected.
- There should also be protections in place for complainants, particularly if the complaint is against someone on or connected to the committee.

These are, of course, difficult to achieve in the Afghan context but it is important to look at how they can be done if the mechanism is to function effectively. Given the relatively small size of the directly affected community, one option may be to start with a general meeting, of which notice is given well in advance, to explain to the

Village elders at a shura in Logar province. For the Aynak grievance mechanism to effectively address local concerns and complaints, it is important that there is full community consultation in its design, and that its structure is agreed by those potentially impacted by the project. (Credit: US Army photo by Sgt. Russell Gilchrest/Creative Commons).
entire community what is planned, provide them with information and a period to submit (in writing or orally to an independent representative) concerns or suggestions, and a procedure for taking these into account.

The final process should be confirmed in writing, agreed by the Consortium so that it is binding on the company, and the agreement should be published. There needs to be open and independent oversight throughout to ensure that the process is and is seen to be fair and trustworthy.

A further issue is whether the Ministry of Mines is the appropriate body to make a final decision on complaints, given potential conflicts of interest in regard to its relationship with the mining company.

Box 6: Discussions with the local community

In November 2011, Global Witness met with various members of the community affected by the Aynak project. Some of the concerns raised highlight the difficulties of operating in the current environment, and the need for steps to be taken now. At the time these included:

- No formal information on the Aynak project had been provided to the community.
- Promises made by senior local officials in the past have not been kept. One example given was a broken pledge to resettle communities within the same area.
- The villages are divided between Kabul and Logar and community members go to different shura. There is an inconsistent approach to consulting community elders, so it can be unclear who is being consulted on behalf of the community.
- There was a suspicion that community members were deliberately being kept separate to avoid a united community voice.
- There is a risk of marginalisation of particular community groups.
- There was a need for the government to talk about the contract openly.
- Particular individuals and villages benefit disproportionately from employment and training opportunities due to their connections and local power dynamics.
- Concerns that, due to the conflict-history of the area, the education level of the local community is low so they are less likely to be chosen for high-level training courses provided by the mining company. Overall, the importance of a benefits package which reflects the needs of the local area was emphasised.
- References to individuals from outside areas claiming to be part of the affected community.
- A perception that water levels in wells are being affected by exploratory drilling operations.\(^u\)

Both the Consortium and the community referred to previous complaints raised around the impact of the project on a community cemetery.\(^u4\) Positively, the Consortium has met directly with community members to resolve this issue. Arguably, however, if there had been consultation with the community on areas of cultural sensitivity at the outset, this problem would not have arisen in the first place. This emphasises the need for engagement and discussion from the outset.

\(^u\): Discussions with geologists suggest that it is unlikely for such a water impact to take place at this stage of operations. However, concerns like this should be investigated and, if the project is not the cause, this should be explained to the community.
Arbitration: a private justice?

The use of arbitration to resolve disputes between GIRoA and the mining company is also problematic. As arbitrations are, by default, confidential, proceedings and judgments are not made public. This means that the local community and the Afghan people as a whole could be kept in ignorance of decisions which could have serious implications for them. In Uganda, for instance, the referral of an ongoing tax dispute over a major oil project to arbitration has caused public outcry.

To avoid a similar situation in Afghanistan, it is recommended that GIRoA and the Consortium agree to make any arbitration proceedings between them open and published. Private actors such as non-governmental organisations should be allowed to present *amicus curiae* briefs to assist judicial authorities in their decisions.

Given that the affected population may struggle to gain access to justice due to a lack of funds or education, empowering civil society in this way could help safeguard the rights of the local community.

---

**Recommendations on grievance procedures**

**For the Aynak project GIRoA and the Consortium should:**

- Ensure the new grievance redressal mechanism at Aynak aligns with the UNGPs and that its design takes account of consultation with the local community.
- Publish the agreement of the company to abide by decisions made through the new grievance redressal mechanism.
- Agree that all judicial dispute resolution proceedings will be open, published and will incorporate *amicus curiae* rights for civil society.

**Across the extractives sector, GIRoA should:**

- Ensure that future concession contracts make provision for appropriate grievance procedures in line with the UNGPs and following consultation with the local community as to the appropriate form.
- Clarify the remit of the grievance redressal mechanism including whether it applies to projects associated to the Aynak mine, such as the railway construction.
- Ensure that all concession contracts provide for judicial proceedings to be open, published and to include *amicus curiae* rights for civil society.

**The international community should:**

- Provide training and support to GIRoA to engage effectively with the local community and to provide suitable grievance mechanisms.
- Provide training and support to improve the capacity of parliament to monitor the provision of suitable grievance processes and to follow up concerns identified through such processes.
- Provide training and support to improve the capacity of local civil society to ensure that grievance procedures and *amicus curiae* rights are effectively used.
- Incorporate adequate, credible, accessible and efficient local grievance mechanisms into shared monitoring and evaluation frameworks for development assistance to Afghanistan.

---

vi: An *amicus curiae* is a third party that joins a dispute to provide voluntary opinion. The role of the *amicus* is to assist the court or arbitrator in deciding a case by providing information and a different perspective from that of the parties.

Civil society can play a helpful role through this procedure. In Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd v United Republic of Tanzania, for example, five civil society groups submitted a joint written brief on a dispute involving a water and sewage infrastructure project in Dar es Salaam. The tribunal award rendered on 24 July 2008 referred to the civil society submissions as providing “expertise and perspectives that have been demonstrated to materially differ from those of the two contending parties and, as such have provided a useful contribution to these proceedings”. Available at http://icsid.worldbank.org/ICSID/FrontServlet?requestType=CasesRH&actionVal=showDoc&docId=DC1589&En&caseId=0567 (Accessed: 9 September 2011).
4. Economic provisions

The following section shows how top-line high royalty rates are undermined by provisions which allow for future renegotiation, and which grant periods of exclusivity to bid for other minerals and resources in the project area. It also shows how much more information is needed for the overall economic impact of the project to be assessed.

With the transition deadline of 2014 fast approaching and an expected reduction in foreign assistance, the need for Afghanistan to mobilise domestic resources is attracting increasing attention. The contract terms are key to determining what economic benefits the Aynak project will yield and will form an important reference point for the economic structure of future concession contracts. The Chinese State Council’s principles on foreign investment emphasise the need for “equality, mutual benefit, complementarity and win-win cooperation.” Ensuring that the economic interests of the two contracting parties are fully evaluated and carefully balanced is essential to ensure that Aynak is truly a win-win project for GiroA, the Afghan people and the Consortium.

The need for full information

Under the contract, Afghanistan is set to achieve direct and indirect benefits through:

- A contract premium – three staged payments from the Consortium totalling $808 million for the right to explore and exploit the deposit;\(^97\)
- Royalties – a sliding scale of between 3% and 19.5% of the copper price, with the rate dependant on the London Metal Exchange copper price;\(^98\)
- Tax revenues – subject to tax incentives provided to extractive industry investors;\(^99\)
- Infrastructure development;\(^100\) and
- Social development projects and employment.\(^101\)

On the face of it, the royalty rates appear very high, suggesting that this could be a good financial deal from the Afghan perspective. However, a lack of transparency presents a major obstacle to a proper evaluation of the economic benefit to the Afghan people of the Aynak project.

To fully assess the merits of the deal, further information on the deposit is required including details of the copper grade, the expected life of the mine and the estimated reserves. Crucially, the ancillary agreements must be reviewed so that the economic benefits for the two parties arising from the infrastructure projects can be taken into account, as well as the basis upon which the Consortium is able to access other minerals for the project.

When is a royalty rate not a royalty rate?

There are also a number of provisions within the main contract which could undermine any economic benefits arising from the project.

A major area of risk is Clause 20(c) which could allow the Consortium to revise the economic provisions within the contract to achieve more favourable rates. This clause states that if GiroA enters into a mining or industrial contract with another party that “affords more favourable treatment with respect to the stability of fiscal or other tax terms than have been granted to the Consortium under this Mining Contract, the Parties agree that the Mining Contract shall be amended to apply the more favourable treatment to the Consortium.”
Box 7: Lessons from Liberia

In August 2005, Mittal Steel entered into a landmark contract to exploit Liberia’s extensive iron ore concessions. With an investment of around $900 million over 25 years, the deal was expected to bring major economic benefits to the Liberian people including revenues, employment and improved infrastructure. However, upon analysis of the contract, Global Witness considered that a number of the terms risked undermining the potential economic benefit to the country including:

- Company freedom to set the sales price of the iron ore, and thus the amount of royalties due to the government.
- Preferential tax arrangements for Mittal including an extendable tax holiday of at least five years, potentially depriving Liberia of valuable tax revenues.
- The transfer of two major assets – a port and a cross-country railway – to Mittal Steel. The Liberian government could only access the railway if there was spare capacity – and for a cost. The transfer had the potential to deprive the government of an important source of national revenue and put at risk local community access to external markets, essential to their development.
- A stringent stabilisation clause which had the potential to undermine Liberia’s right to regulate on human rights, environment and taxation and to fulfil its current and future obligations under the Liberian constitution as well as its international law commitments.
- Mittal was given rights to possess public land and compulsorily purchase private land at a valuation set by a person agreed between the Liberian government and Mittal without input from the landowner. The risk of inadequate compensation and insufficient consultation and grievance mechanisms for affected individuals represented a potential source of dispute and conflict.

Ultimately, pressure from the public and civil society led to a re-negotiation of the Mittal contract. This demonstrates how multinational companies can be responsive to such concerns.

Based on this provision, if GIROA agrees lower royalty rates in the Hajigak or any other concession contract, the Consortium is automatically entitled to renegotiate the economic terms, and could result in a substantial reduction in, for example, the royalty rate. Going further, there is no safeguard within the wording to prevent the Consortium itself bidding, either directly or through an associated company, for another concession on more favourable economic terms, in order to bring Clause 20(c) into effect. One consequence of this could be that future negotiations for other mines are constrained by the need to include very high royalty rates that may not be appropriate for that mineral or acceptable to potential investors.

An additional risk in this type of provision is that it can open the door for companies to ‘cherry-pick’ the best provisions available. If, for example, another concession is awarded with a lower royalty rate but a higher tax rate, the Consortium could use this as a reason to negotiate down their royalty rate - but crucially, without taking account of the change in tax rate. In this way, provisions like Clause 20(c) could result in companies ‘racheting down’ financial provisions in mining contracts, to the detriment of the Afghan state and should be completed avoided.

Under Appendix V of the contract, the Consortium is not required to pay royalties on any construction materials it obtains from the Aynak license area and uses for infrastructure development. This provision should be taken into account in any review of the infrastructure ancillary agreements. If the proposed infrastructure projects are expected to consume substantial volumes of material such as gravel or quarry rock from the license area this could have implications for royalty payments arising from the project.

Renegotiating financial provisions?

Another important provision is Clause 10 which allows for revision to ensure the contract “operates equitably and without major detriment to the interests of either party”. The parties can agree to revise financial and other provisions depending on the “conditions under which the mineral production is carried out …, the quality of the mineral, the market conditions for the mineral, the prevailing purchasing power of money and
the terms and conditions prevailing for comparable minerals ventures”. This suggests that the Consortium could renegotiate financial terms on the basis of, for example, high project costs, low copper quality or a fall in general copper prices. The clause could also allow the Consortium to resist any changes to the project that could increase its costs. This could be an obstacle to strengthening contractual gaps, since important improvements such as setting up effective community engagement and grievance resolution processes are likely to give rise to additional costs.

In practice, this provision may not be enforceable as it is simply an agreement by the parties to come to a new agreement in the future. However, to avoid any future disputes, this clause should be addressed, to make clear that it will not be a bar to essential improvements to the project.

Rights to other minerals and natural resources

The contract also grants the Consortium six months to apply for access rights to any “mineral or other natural resources” discovered within the Aynak license area (Clause 6). If GiRoA and the Consortium cannot agree terms for exploration and exploitation of these resources during this period, GiRoA can then award them to another bidder. Effectively, this provision gives the Consortium a six-month period of exclusivity to bid for newly discovered resources.

It is not unusual for companies to be granted such rights for mineral discoveries. However, given Afghanistan’s vast mineral potential, which has yet to be fully explored, this provision could be very valuable in the Aynak context - particularly if highly valued minerals such as rare earths are discovered within the license area. Access rights could be granted to the Consortium on non-competitive rates, therefore. The potential value of this period of exclusivity should be taken into account when evaluating the overall economic implications of the Aynak project.

The second element of Clause 6, which provides a period of exclusivity to apply for rights to “other natural resources”, is more unusual and highly problematic. Since this phrase is not defined, the way is open for the Consortium to claim rights to a range of resources, independently of its work on the Aynak concession, including coal, timber and water. This could have serious implications for Afghanistan impacting at both the local and national level on Afghan access to key resources essential for energy and living requirements.

GiRoA has the opportunity now to put in place a contractual framework and structures which ensure that economic benefits from Aynak and other extractives projects truly benefit the Afghan people. For the Consortium, this can bring popular support to the Aynak project and, in line with the Chinese guidelines on social responsibility for state-owned companies, assist in “creating a ‘responsible’ image of central enterprises and increasing Chinese enterprises’ influence” and in “[establishing] China’s image as a responsible developing country.”106 Improving economic contract terms and helping to improve revenue management and oversight is also key for the international community, helping to ensure that the mining sector actually brings in the revenues essential to help pay for future GiRoA expenditure.

What are the costs?

To properly evaluate the Aynak project, GiRoA needs to take account of the costs of the project, both in terms of impacts on economic activities and in terms of direct funding required from GiRoA to support the project.
For economic activities, Aynak and other mines could have major impacts on water resources and land use. This could in turn have serious ramifications for activities central to economic livelihoods, such as agriculture, animal husbandry and fishing.

GIRoA (and by default, those donors funding the Afghan budget) is also providing direct funding for the project. The MPU which provides security for the Aynak site (and other mine sites) is a state security force, and so should be state-funded. The Ministry of Finance is also reported to have allotted about $3 million for the construction of infrastructure facilities at the town being set up for villagers relocated from the Aynak site. A further $2 million has been requested for the current financial year for building infrastructure facilities and basic amenities at the resettlement site. Other costs to GIRoA include the cost of staff and equipment to oversee and to address community issues on the project.

All new mining projects will bring with them costs that Afghanistan will have to shoulder. It is important that such costs are evaluated up-front, and taken into account when deciding whether exploitation is economically viable.

Helping the taxman

To ensure that Afghanistan realises the expected revenue gains from the project, attention should be paid to tax as well as royalties. One area of risk here is that companies looking to reduce their tax bill sometimes use debt finance to artificially reduce their taxable income. If project funding is provided as a debt, the mining company will have to pay interest on it, which can result in deductions in the tax it has to pay. This means that where project capital is provided by a parent company, this funding is often structured as a ‘loan’ so that the group can minimise the tax they pay on the project. For the government concerned, this artificial structure of funding can mean that they do not get the tax revenues they would otherwise have received from the project. However, protections can be incorporated to guard against such tax schemes, for example, by putting a limit on debt financing.

Recommendations on economic provisions

For the Aynak project GIRoA and the Consortium should:

- Revise the provisions for the Consortium: to renegotiate fiscal terms under Clause 20(c); to better protect the economic position of GIRoA and the Afghan people; and delete reference to “other natural resources” from Clause 6.
- Agree and publish a more detailed procedure for mineral discoveries, particularly of highly-valued resources such as rare earths.
- Confirm that the Consortium payments from the Aynak project will be paid to a specified Afghan government account.
- Publish available information on the Aynak copper reserves and other resources at the site, and generally review the economic implications of the Aynak project, taking account of any economic benefits to the Consortium under the ancillary agreements, any potentially valuable rights afforded to the Consortium and all costs to GIRoA in relation to the project.

Across the extractives sector, GIRoA should:

- In negotiating future contracts, ensure economic evaluations take full account of all aspects including the potential of other mineral and resource finds, the economic costs and benefits of infrastructure commitments and the project associated-costs to be shouldered by GIRoA.
- Introduce safeguards, such as a limit on debt financing, to guard against the risk of extractives companies using debt financing arrangements to reduce artificially the tax payable for extractives projects.
- Within the budget, separate out extractive industry revenues from other domestic revenues, with additional lines on major projects like Aynak and Hajigak, to enable better monitoring of the resource revenues.

The international community should:

- Provide training to GIRoA to increase capacity to negotiate effectively economic aspects of the Aynak and future contracts and to improve management of revenue flows and expenditure arising from the extractive industry projects.
- Provide support for capacity building of GIRoA bodies charged with reviewing and approving mining contracts including the IMC and the parliament.
- Provide support for capacity building for parliament and local civil society to enhance their ability to provide effective oversight over fiscal aspects of the Aynak project.
5. Security

The following section shows how the Aynak contract does not adequately deal with the risk that the project could become a source of conflict or that the use of security forces could give rise to corruption and human rights abuses around the site.

In the context of ongoing conflict and insurgency, the Aynak project risks becoming a focal point for insecurity. The mine site has already been subject to rocket attacks, abduction threats have been made against the Consortium staff, and there have been reports of employees leaving the project due to the volatile security situation. The development of the mine and associated infrastructure brings with it a host of valuable supply and sub-contracts. The international aid experience over the past ten years has shown that, without appropriate safeguards, the management of such supply and sub-contract can end up inadvertently funding conflict. Aynak is a high-profile target for attacks which could be aimed at gaining attention or extorting money, whilst disenchantment of communities around the mine could feed into local conflict.

To ensure security around mining operations, GIROA has set up a specific Mining Protection Unit (MPU). Without safeguards however, international experience suggests that such forces can become part of the problem. This can happen in a number of ways – for example, security forces could perpetrate human rights abuses, directly engage in conflict or create their own off-budget revenue through exercising control of the site or supply routes.

While the Aynak contract commits the Consortium to the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights, wider security arrangements for the Aynak project are set out in a separate agreement which has not been made public. There may be discrete points that need to be kept private for reasons of national security, such as information on exact locations of security forces.

---

w: Over the last ten years, there have been numerous reports of how the country’s major funding source, international aid, has been diverted to actors alleged to be engaged in corruption or conflict. See for example, the 2010 US Congress report, ‘Warlord, Inc: Extortion and Corruption Along the US Supply Chain in Afghanistan’. Available from http://www.cbsnews.com/htdocs/pdf/HNT_Report.pdf.
It is important, however, that national security does not become an excuse to prevent information which is in the public interest from being published. Only those points which absolutely pose a security risk should be withheld, with all other elements of security agreements being published. In particular, any terms setting out the mandate of the mine protection force at the mine; the standards it is required to meet; its reporting structure; the respective responsibilities of the company and the government with regard to security; and the means of redress against any abuses carried out by a member of the protection force.

Given the likely interaction between security forces and the local community, it is particularly crucial that there are sufficient community protections in place and clarity on how forces will be held accountable for any misconduct. There are numerous international examples of what can go wrong. In northern Turkey, for example, during the construction of the BP’s Baku-Tiblisi-Ceyhan pipeline, there were community complaints that local security forces were intimidating them when they argued for fair compensation payments, whilst in Peru protestors against a copper mine claimed to have been tortured and sexually abused by the Peruvian police.

In Afghanistan, a cabinet decree was issued in May 2012 recording that security forces had taken over and closed down 83 “illegal mines” so that they could be handed over to the Consortium to provide energy sources for the Aynak project. This is the type of operation that could give rise to informal miners losing their livelihoods and potential clashes between the community and security forces, which could cause seriously adverse impacts.

Effective implementation of the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights is one important step in addressing these risks. These principles provide guidelines on how mining companies should engage with security forces and how they should respond to allegations of human rights abuse. They are, however, only as good as their implementation and this comes down to government will and capacity. To have any effect, the contractual commitment to the principles needs to be backed up by an agreed and published process for implementation together with full reporting requirements, independent verification and monitoring. Without this, the commitment to the principles could be meaningless, particularly since the Consortium companies are not official participants in the voluntary principles process so cannot even be held to account in that forum.

The risk of off-budget gains by, for example, security forces or powerbrokers controlling supply routes also needs to be guarded against. In eastern DRC, members of the Congolese military and armed groups derived illegal profits from control of the mining sector and use the funds both for personal gain and as a means of redress against any abuses carried out by a member of the protection force.
of funding armed conflict. They do this by imposing illegal taxes at mine sites and along transportation routes, or by confiscating and trading the minerals directly. Companies sourcing minerals from DRC are now required to carry out due diligence to ensure that their mineral purchases do not contribute to conflict or human rights abuses.\textsuperscript{112}

In the Afghan context, where conflict is ongoing and mines have traditionally played a role in providing financing to armed groups, supply chain due diligence by companies is an important step. The OECD has produced due diligence standards setting out the checks and assessments that mining companies operating in conflict affected and high-risk areas should take to ensure that their activities do not contribute to violence or human rights abuses.\textsuperscript{114} Adopting and implementing these OECD guidance can also help companies to protect their reputations in a difficult environment, which is in turn important for securing future projects and ultimately their market.

It is also important to avoid military participation in the provision of security for mining projects. Using the military to staff the MPU could lead to mine sites and the communities being targeted by insurgents, contributing to increased violence. Instead, the MPU should be staffed by specially trained Afghan National Police units that are fully accountable under the civilian and criminal codes of Afghanistan for the use of force.

\textbf{Recommendations on security}

\textbf{For the Aynak project GIROA and the Consortium should:}

- Publish the security agreement for the Aynak project.
- Publish beneficial ownership of all companies awarded deals connected to the Aynak project.
- Agree full reporting requirements for implementation of the Voluntary Principles on Human Rights and Security.
- Agree to carrying out due diligence in accordance with the OECD due diligence standards to ensure that company operations do not contribute to human rights violations or conflict.

\textbf{Across the extractives sector, GIROA should:}

- Publish details of security arrangements for all current and future mining projects.
- Publish beneficial ownership details of all companies awarded deals connected to the extractives sector.
- Set up a mechanism, overseen by a credible independent third-party to record and regularly publish the origins, sources and intensity of violence around extractive operations and surrounding communities.

\textbf{The international community should:}

- Set up systems, overseen by credible independent third parties, to investigate and address complaints and any abuses by security forces around mines.
- Require all mining companies to comply with the Voluntary Principles on Human Rights and Security, backed up by full reporting requirements, and to meet OECD due diligence standards to ensure that their operations do not contribute to human rights violations or conflicts.
- Ensure that security forces for mine sites are staffed by specially trained Afghan National Police units, with no involvement by the military.
- Clarify how security forces will be held accountable for any misconduct and ensure that, at the very least, those guilty of breaking the law are prosecuted.

\textbf{y: In February 2012, the government of the DRC passed a law requiring all mining and mineral trading companies operating in the country to meet OECD due diligence standards. This was followed, in May 2012, by the suspension of two companies for failing to carry out due diligence.}
6. Environmental safeguards

The following section considers the potential environmental impacts of the Aynak project, and shows how these can be lessened by measures including annual environmental assessments, and public engagement on choice of mining methods, waste disposal and closure plans. The role of the Ministry of Mines as both environmental regulator and project developer for Aynak is also questioned.

Years of conflict and unmanaged resource exploitation have already inflicted immense damage on Afghanistan’s environment, with impacts including scarce and contaminated groundwater, soil pollution, air pollution and depleted wildlife populations. As early as 2003, the UN Environment Programme (UNEP) was reporting on Afghan “environmental refugees” – people forced to migrate due to prolonged lack of water or loss of forest or woodland cover – and the risk that this could give rise to new conflicts over scarce resources.115

Mining adds another dimension to this dynamic, with implications for water, soil and air quality, habitats for animals and fish, noise and vibration, and the release of toxic substances. These consequences can be far-reaching and can themselves become a source of conflict. In Sierra Leone, for example, communities in mining areas have raised concerns over environmental impacts, ranging from particles in the air affecting public health to damage to plantations and water supplies.116 In 2007, such concerns led to public demonstrations which resulted in the deaths of two protestors and the hospitalisation of others. Mining operations were subsequently suspended.117

Given its size and location, the Aynak project is likely to have serious environmental impacts. Copper mining is very water-intensive and the need to provide water for the mine, its workers and associated community is likely to impact on water supplies particularly in Logar and in Kabul province (to which the Aynak operating area extends).118 There is also potential for mining activities to lead to contamination of water supplies. In turn, this could have knock-on implications for the agricultural sector which currently employs 60% of the Afghan working population.119 There are also potential ramifications for Kabul city, where water resources are already under strain due to rapid population growth and droughts which have resulted in many wells becoming contaminated, dry or inoperable, limiting clean water access.120

In short, the environmental impact of mining activities could have direct implications for future economic development, public health and access to clean water and land.
Who is looking after the environment?

Under the Minerals Law (both 2005 and 2010), the Ministry of Mines is responsible for approving and monitoring environmental obligations at the Aynak project. This overlaps with the role of the National Environmental Protection Agency (NEPA) as primary agency for environmental issues under Afghanistan’s Environmental Law. According to the World Bank, the Ministry of Mines and NEPA have resolved this by “agreeing that the Ministry of Mines would have primary responsibility for [the Aynak] contract management, and that the Ministry of Mines and NEPA would meet to establish a similar agreement on their respective responsibilities related to supervision of the Aynak environmental/social impact assessments”. Since this is a change to the regulatory framework for the project, it is important that these agreements are published on the Ministry of Mines website (which already publishes details of the laws, regulations and policies that apply to the extractives sector).

Consideration also needs to be given to the implications of giving primary responsibility for environmental issues on extractives to the Ministry of Mines. This move could create scope for conflicts of interest with other aspects of the Ministry’s role on the project (notably the need to drive the project forward), as well as issues of capacity within the Ministry to assess and monitor compliance in such a large and complex project. Since NEPA will retain responsibility for non-mining related environmental issues, the effect of this split will be that there will be two public agencies regulating national environmental impacts. This raises the risk of a disconnect in approach and strategy which could cause real problems in the long term.

The split in responsibility could also have serious implications for the application of the Environment Law to the project. Under Article 16 of the Environment Law, NEPA can refuse to grant required permits if it considers that the project will “bring about significant adverse effects” or that proposed mitigation measures are inadequate. NEPA can also withdraw a permit for failure to comply with its terms. These are important environmental safeguards but they are all supposed to be exercised by NEPA under the Environment Law. If the Ministry of Mines takes on responsibility for environmental aspects of the Aynak project, will it be able (and willing) to exercise these powers? Similarly, which agency will be responsible for enforcing the Environment Law (including important provisions over public participation)? Or is there a risk that the change in agency roles will create a vacuum?

It is important that safeguards are put in place to guard against conflicts of interest within the Ministry of Mines, including oversight mechanisms, and that there are clear, transparent and workable procedures for coordination between the Ministry of Mines and NEPA. Any change in agency responsibility should not mean that environmental protections set out in the law are ignored or trumped by economic imperatives.

Environmental commitments

The Aynak contract does recognise the need for environmental and social impacts to be addressed with broad commitments by the Consortium.

Under Clause 3, “all operations and activities under this Mining Contract shall be conducted in accordance with environmental protection and reclamation plans approved by the Ministry of Mines prior to the commencement of operations.” Clause 15 requires environmental impact assessments to be carried out and states that “the Consortium has made broad
commitments to the Ministry of Mines concerning environmental protection including, without limitation, its commitment to comply with the applicable environmental laws and regulations of Afghanistan, Afghanistan’s environmental and social protection guidelines and policies, all World Bank Environmental and Social Safeguard Policies, the Equator Principles …” Further, the parties agree “to adhere to the strictest applicable standard to protect Afghanistan’s environment and people”.

There is, however, no requirement under the contract for environmental assessments to be updated as the project progresses. Given the scale of the Aynak concession and the fact that exploitation is set to continue for many years, it is particularly important that environmental impacts are continuously reviewed so that adverse effects can be identified and dealt with as quickly as possible. Annual environmental audits, along with periodic independent monitoring and inspection could address this. Also missing is any provision allowing for the suspension of mining operations which cause environmental damage or any procedures for how operations will proceed if environmental remediation works are required.

In Liberia, the 2009 iron ore contract with China-Union includes requirements for an annual environmental audit, regular updates to Environmental Impact Assessments and the Environmental Management Plans and periodic government environmental inspections. It also allows for operations to be suspended for material non-compliance with the Environmental Management Plan or to enable environmental remediation to take place. 124

Project plans and local engagement

The Ministry of Mines has taken the initial, positive step of publishing basic information on project plans and potential mining impacts.125 However, contrary to international standards and Afghan environmental law, there is no contractual requirement to engage affected persons in identifying and deciding how to address environmental risks.
The Aynak mine is made up of two zones, one of which is to be mined as an open pit, and the other as an underground, sub-level cave operation. According to Ministry reports, the biggest environmental impact is expected to be the generation of about 60 million tonnes of waste rock and 9.7 million tonnes of tailings (another form of mining waste) every year. To dispose of this waste, a ‘tailings dam’ (a dump for the waste) is to be developed.

The use of a tailings dam is one of several options for disposing of tailings and is not necessarily the most environmentally appropriate choice. Despite Afghan law and international standards, the Ministry has not published details of how the decision on the method of mining (i.e. open pit for one part and underground for the other) and choice of waste disposal was made nor does there appear to have been any public consultation or engagement on this decision.

By contrast, it appears that a more open approach is being taken on deciding the location for the site of the tailings dam. Details of two potential sites that have been approved for inclusion in the feasibility study have been published, together with the reason for their selection: consideration of the earthquake risk in the area; the need for minimal disruption of resident populations; and being free of known occurrences of historical artefacts. According to the Ministry of Mines, a social impact assessment has been carried out, involving a survey of the community in the areas being considered to assist the Ministry in deciding on the appropriate site.

---

Box 8: Public participation - an Afghan and international norm

**Afghan Environmental Law 2007**

**Article 19**

Affected persons may express their opinion on the proposed project, plan, policy or activity, the preliminary assessment, the environment impact statement, the final record of opinion and the comprehensive mitigation plan, before the approval of the project, plan, policy or activity, and the proponent must demonstrate to the National Environmental Protection Agency that affected persons have had meaningful opportunities, through independent consultation and participation in public hearings, to express their opinions on these matters on a timely basis.

In regard to a proposed project, plan, policy or activity that is likely to have highly significant adverse effects on the environment, affected persons must be allowed the opportunity to participate . . . by the National Environmental Protection Agency and relevant institutions.

The National Environmental Protection Agency shall not reach a decision on any application for a permit until such time that the proponent has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the National Environment Protection Agency that the proponent has distributed copies of the document to affected persons, informed the public that the document is being made available for public review by advertising the document and displaying a copy of it for inspection, and convened and recorded the proceedings of a public hearing ...

**Rio Declaration**

**Principle 10**

Environmental issues are best handled with participation of all concerned citizens, at the relevant level. At the national level, each individual shall have appropriate access to information concerning the environment that is held by public authorities, including information on hazardous materials and activities in their communities, and the opportunity to participate in decision-making processes. States shall facilitate and encourage public awareness and participation by making information widely available. Effective access to judicial and administrative proceedings, including redress and remedy shall be provided.

---

Given the size of the project and the potential environmental impacts far beyond the immediate project area, these are issues that should have been addressed openly and with due public engagement. To achieve this, steps can include publishing draft environmental documents in one designated public place (such as the Ministry of Mines website), allowing a period for written comments and holding public hearings to allow public statements to be made.

More broadly, there is as yet little information available on other potential environmental impacts, nor on how these are likely to be addressed. The environmental assessment is a key document. This will set out the environmental risks of the project. It is important that there is full community and public engagement in developing this assessment, so that it is as comprehensive and accurate as possible. The assessment should also be published as soon as it is finalised so that it can be independently checked.

Box 9: The Papua New Guinea experience

The experiences of the Consortium’s majority shareholder, MCC, at its Ramu Nico nickel mine in Papua New Guinea illustrate the environmental risks of mining and the difficulties that can arise when communities object to planned operations on environmental grounds. The Ramu Nico project ran into trouble when local landowners brought a court action against the mining company, objecting to the company’s plan to dispose of waste from the mine through a ‘deep sea tailings plan’ (DSTP). The project had received government approval and the mining company had obtained required permits, but local landowners complained that the DSTP method of tailings disposal would cause environmental harm, and should be stopped.

During the proceedings in Papua New Guinea’s national court of justice, arguments included that:

- there had been no proper environmental risk assessment; and
- government promises to publish an independent review into DSTP and to consult widely before going ahead with the project were not met.

The court found that the use of DSTP for the project was likely to have serious and adverse environmental effects, altering the ecology of a major bay, likely toxicity to marine organisms and a danger of contaminants being transported to the nearby town and coast.

The court ordered a temporary halt to the project, but ultimately found in favour of the company and the Supreme Court refused a subsequent appeal. The national court ruled that MCC had reason to believe that it had approval to operate the DSTP programme without disruption; that the livelihoods of people dependent on the project commencement would be adversely affected by a permanent injunction; and that MCC and the government were making genuine efforts to place effective monitoring protocols on the project. It did, however, order the company to consult the landowners and to provide three-monthly updates on tailings and waste disposal issues throughout the lifetime of the mine.

The legal proceedings caused substantial delays to the project and generated negative publicity. The cost to the company for each day of delay was estimated at 7 million kina (around $3.4 million). The case highlights the need for community buy-in when addressing environmental impacts and illustrates the kind of situation that companies and government alike will wish to avoid in Afghanistan.

aa: The Ramu Nico project is a $1.5 billion nickel and cobalt mine near Madang in Papua New Guinea. The project is 85% owned by MCC Ramu Limited which is, in turn, wholly owned by MCC-JJJ Mining whose shareholders include MCC. Ramu-Nico Management (MCC) Limited acts as project manager on the appointment of all joint venture partners.
Closure and post-closure

Often, the most serious and far-reaching impacts of a mining project can occur after mining operations have ended. If piles of waste rock and other leftover materials, abandoned open pits and tailings impoundments are not dealt with, they can generate toxic waste water which can cause serious damage to water supplies for decades, or even centuries. A detailed, workable and properly funded plan for closing operations and reclaiming the site is needed before a mining project is approved, therefore. This should set out how the environment will be returned, as far as possible, to its pre-mine quality, and how toxic releases will be permanently prevented.\(^{141}\)

Under the Aynak contract, the Consortium is required to submit an environmental management plan, covering reclamation and closure requirements, before mining operations or commercial productions begin (Clause 15(c) and Clause 17(b)). There is, however, no provision for community or public engagement in the development of the closure and reclamation plans which is particularly problematic given their significance.

The International Bar Association’s Model Mining Development Agreement provides for a final closure plan to be prepared in consultation with the local community at least a year before the end of production at the site.\(^{142}\) It also sets out the respective responsibilities of the investing company and the government with regard to environmental management during and after project closure and provides for a post-closure monitoring committee to be set up by the company in consultation with the local community.\(^{143}\) The parties should agree a clear procedure for community engagement of closure and reclamation plans, and processes for post-closure monitoring of agreement commitments.

It is also important that there is financial security in place to cover closure and post-closure costs. These costs can be large. According to the World Bank Group Oil, Gas and Mining Policy Division:\(^{144}\)

“Closure costs for environmental issues range from less than US$1 million each for small mines in Romania to hundreds of millions of dollars for large lignite mines and associated facilities in Germany. More typically, closure costs will range in the tens of millions of dollars.”

The contract does provide for the company to provide a financial assurance in an amount to be determined by the Ministry of Mines, and guaranteed by an institution authorised by the Ministry of Mines. It is important, however, that there is public participation in the assessment of what closing costs are likely to be and that the amount is backed by a bond or held in an escrow account.
**Recommendations on environmental safeguards**

**For the Aynak project GIRoA and the Consortium should:**

- Publish all environmental assessments, environmental protection plans, closure and reclamation plans, and any reports produced on environmental/water impacts of the Aynak project.

- Agree and publish clarifications to the contract, including clear definitions of key documents including environmental and reclamation plans to avoid ambiguity.

- Publicly confirm that environmental audits and studies and the environmental management plan to be carried out and updated annually for the duration of the project.

- Take steps to enable effective community and public participation in identifying potential environmental impacts, devising environmental plans (including closure and reclamation plans) and agreeing amounts of financial assurances on environmental aspects.

- Ensure that the BFS takes account of the costs associated with minimising and mitigating environmental risks and costs associated with mining closure and post-closure environmental management.

**Across the extractives sector, GIRoA should:**

- Consider the cumulative effect of all existing and planned concessions on the environment and, particularly, on water resources and the water needs of the Afghan people, before awarding any new concessions which could further overstretch resources.

- Set up processes for effective and early community and public participation in identifying environmental impacts (including cumulative impacts) of planned mining projects, and in devising environmental plans and agreeing financial assurances to address environmental mitigation costs.

- Put in place safeguards, including oversight mechanisms, against conflicts of interest between the Ministry of Mines’ role on environmental issues, and other aspects of its role in driving mining projects forward and clear, transparent and workable procedures for coordination between the Ministry of Mines and NEPA.

- Ensure that all extractives companies provide adequate financial assurances (using bonds or escrow accounts) from the outset to cover all potential project costs including closure and remediation costs.

**The international community should:**

- Provide training and support to GIRoA, parliament and civil society to improve capacity for management and monitoring of environmental issues.

- Incorporate environmental governance benchmarks within their donor management and evaluation frameworks.
7. Land and water rights

The following section considers how the impacts of the mining project on existing land and water use by the community around the mine are being addressed.

Across Afghanistan, competition between tribes and ethnic groups over land and water is a long-standing source of tension and conflict. In Logar province, these issues are particularly sensitive given the local dependence on agriculture and livestock farming. A copper mining project brings with it a demand for land and large-scale consumption of water, exerting additional pressures on resources essential for habitation and livelihoods. Unless contractual safeguards are in place and properly monitored, there is a risk that the local population will lose essential land and water rights undermining local economic activity and potentially creating unrest and resentment. Further, associated projects, such as the planned railway are likely to have serious impacts, particularly on land, and questions remain as to how to safeguards within the contract apply to related infrastructure projects.

Monitoring safeguards

The risks surrounding land and water rights are recognised within the contract and measures have been put in place to protect the position of the affected population. Clause 15 (f) provides for “fair compensation” for losses suffered from damage to land or water, or any interference in usage rights. Adversely affected local residents are to be compensated in line with “applicable Afghan law and internationally accepted principles of fairness and reasonableness” (Clause 23).

Where residents are required to move, resettlement should be in accordance with the World Bank Resettlement Guidelines and should not adversely impact their livelihood or diminish their standard of living (Clause 23). Specific consideration should be given to protecting the way of life of affected communities. It is recognised in Clause 23 that the Consortium’s development activities will impact on surrounding villages and residents, and the contract commits the Consortium to developing and financing an “aid programme” for their benefit.
There are also restrictions on water use, preventing the Consortium from using agricultural water, or of depriving local users of a reasonable supply of the water which they have customarily used (Clause 37(c)). In Clause 19(b), the Consortium is further required to relinquish land it no longer requires. This should allow the community to take this land back, limiting the land that is ‘off-limits’ to them to that which is strictly necessary for the development of the mine. These are very positive provisions, but robust implementation and monitoring are key to their success.

Reports from the Ministry of Mines suggest that it, rather than the Consortium, is taking the lead in implementing resettlement requirements including setting up the new town for relocated villagers. A project authority – the ‘Aynak Authority’ – has been established which focuses on facilitating the project by supporting attempts to secure the resources including land needed for the mine.\(^{146}\) The question is then who will be monitoring the implementation of the contractual safeguards on land and water? At present, it looks as though this is also up to the Ministry of Mines, raising questions over:

- Whether the Ministry of Mines has sufficient capacity to manage monitoring as well as implementation and facilitation; and
- Whether there are safeguards in place to guard against conflicts of interest between the Ministry’s dual functions to implement and facilitate the project on the one hand and to monitor safeguards on the other.

**Resettlement**

Clause 23 provides some guidance, referencing the World Bank’s Resettlement Guidelines.\(^{147}\) Given that the project is likely to involve land acquisition and physical and/or economic displacement of people, compliance with the IFC Performance Standard 5 on Land Acquisition and Involuntary Settlement would provide additional guidance.\(^{148}\) Provisions could also be strengthened by requiring best efforts\(^{149}\) to resettle communities as a whole, as recommended by the IFC,\(^{149}\) and by taking account of the possibility of future expansion of company operations and any associated, new resettlements, both of local communities and of migrant workers.

In the Aynak case, the Ministry of Mines has now published details of the new township, Ashab Baba, some 7-8km away from the mine site where all affected villagers will be relocated as well as to facilitate housing for the influx of persons expected as a result of mining operations.\(^{150}\) It is understood that this location was chosen by the Logar Governor.\(^{151}\) Information has not, however, been made available of how the resettlement land compares to the land the villagers previously held.

**Compensation**

The contract provisions contain various terms which are unclear, ambiguous or which exclude the local community. The rate of compensation for land and property, for instance, is to be agreed by GiRoA and the Consortium, without the involvement of the local community, by reference to “internationally accepted principles of fairness and reasonableness”. Terms such as “fairness” and “reasonableness” are frequently used in contracts, so these do provide a general standard. They are, however, too vague without being supported by more details on what sort of principles are envisaged to provide clear, substantive rights for affected people (Clause 23).

The Consortium is entitled to the use of public land for a nominal surface rent, but must compensate private landholders for the use of their land (Clause 37(a)(i)). The level of compensation is to be determined by a “mutually agreeable third party”, but it is not clear how this phrase is to be interpreted.

The contract makes no provision for how compensation is to be dealt with for land that has been in customary but not legally recognised use by the local community. With regard to compensation already set, the Ministry

---

\(^{bb}\): The term “best efforts” can be understood as the use of sustained, dedicated and good faith efforts to achieve a particular result.
of Mines has taken the positive step of publishing details of the rates set and the basis for these rates. If these rates are not acceptable to the local community, the new mechanism for grievance redressal should provide a way for concerns to be raised. The question will be whether the mechanism is one that people trust and are willing to abide by.

Water usage

The contract provides protection for water rights that have been established “through custom” (37(c)). However, there is no detail on what is required to establish a custom (would, for instance, occasional users or nomads be able to establish custom?), nor is any remedy set out for those who may find it difficult to show customary usage.

In the event that water from a local resource is depleted for any reason, the local population would not, under the current terms, have any priority rights to adjacent water sources to which they have not established customary rights. Further, the current wording does not leave room for expansion of water usage by the local population, and could restrict the ability of an affected community to expand in economic development or population size.

An Afghan boy draws water from a well. The Aynak community has already raised concerns that their water supplies have been affected by mining exploration activities. Such concerns need to be addressed and the reasons for water impacts investigated. Otherwise, they can fester and give rise to local opposition and protests.

Afghans who have traditionally accessed water resources are afforded important protections under the Aynak contract... but if they cannot see the contract, how do they know what their rights are? (Credit: James Gordon/Creative Commons).
Recommendations on land and water rights

For the Aynak project GIRoA and the Consortium should:

- For future land and water claims, seek free, prior and informed local consent in respect of resettlement, compensation, land and water rights, with clearly defined procedures and timescales.

- Agree clarifications to ambiguities in the contract such as phrases like “custom” and “mutually agreeable third party”.

- Ensure that protections for community water use take account of both current and future community needs.

- Continue to publish consultations and reports on resettlement, compensation, land and water impacts relating to the Aynak project and ensure these issues are comprehensively addressed through future community consultations.

- Agree and publish details of how implementation of the contractual provisions on land and water are to be monitored by GIRoA.

- Encourage independent monitoring by allowing civil society groups and parliament to access information on project implementation, the site and local villages.

Across the extractives sector, GIRoA should:

- Focus efforts on monitoring land and water safeguards, and ensure there are checks in place against potential conflicts between the ‘facilitating function’ of the Ministry of Mines and any ‘monitoring’ of the project.

- For all future mining contracts, take account of learning points from Aynak including:
  - Ensure that provisions on resettlement, compensation, land and water rights are in line with international best practice and that key standards such as the IFC Sustainability Framework are specifically referenced and procedures for their implementation clearly set out.

- Incorporate a requirement for free, prior and informed local consent in respect of resettlement, compensation, land and water rights, with clearly defined procedures and timescales.

- Ensure that protections for community water use take account of both current and future community needs.

- Take account of the learning points from Aynak in the negotiation of future concession contracts.

- Before proceeding with any further extractives project, confirm that there will be GIRoA capacity to carry out any implementation and monitoring effectively and with safeguards against conflicts of interest, throughout the lifetime of the project.

The international community should:

- Provide training and support to increase GIRoA’s capacity to address resettlement, compensation, land and water potential and actual impacts in accordance with best international practice.

- Provide training and support to parliament and civil society to increase their capacity to monitor the Consortium and GIRoA efforts to address resettlement, compensation, land and water impacts.

- Incorporate land and water access rights within shared monitoring and evaluation frameworks for development assistance to Afghanistan.
8. Social provisions

The following section outlines some of the positive benefits provided by the contract for the local community – for example, in the areas of employment, training, education and health. It highlights however, that a lack of contractual detail on implementation and insufficient community consultation requirements could create white elephant projects that fail local expectations and create dissatisfaction.

Aid programme

Under Clause 23, the Consortium commits to developing and financing an aid programme to address mining development impacts on “surrounding villages and residents”.

International guidelines such as the IFC’s Handbook for Preparing a Resettlement Action Plan recommend direct consultation with the affected population as the best approach to designing such programmes.153 By contrast, the Aynak contract requires only that that the investment package be developed “in consultation with appropriate government officials.”

Forward planning and consultation with the affected community, local representatives and civil society is essential to ensure that the package meets local needs and is sustainable, rather than creating white elephants that fail local expectations creating dissatisfaction.

Employment

On employment provisions, our analysis found some positive points and some negative.

On the positive side, the Consortium commits to training and employing specified percentages of Afghan nationals at different skill levels. (Clauses 39 and 40). This is an important way of ensuring that the population benefits from the mining development. Investment in training is crucial to enable the Afghan people to work in and run their own extractive projects in the future. There is no detail, however, on how many Afghans will be trained, for how long or, importantly, how they will be selected. Clause 40(b) states “[The Consortium] shall establish and cooperate in a programme for Afghan nationals and grants to educational institutions of Afghanistan”. This is a very positive provision

A camp built by the Consortium at the Aynak site in Logar to house workers at the copper mine. The Consortium has committed to employing Afghan nationals, but how will Afghan staff be selected? Will local communities be given the training the skills and qualifications they need to take advantage of employment opportunities available? (Credit: Jerome Starkey).
but again there is insufficient detail. It is not clear how many Afghans will receive such grants, what types and duration of courses they will cover or how people will be selected for them. Details of the information provided by the Consortium to Global Witness on employment and training it currently provides to Afghans are set out at Appendix 3. Notably the Consortium has stated that it is preparing to provide environmental protection and assessment training to six Ministry of Mines officials. This is a good start and the longer courses are particularly important for Afghans to start developing the skills and training they need to manage and run their own extractives industry in the future. Concerns may, however, be raised over the way in which beneficiaries of training and jobs are selected, and in particular whether the process favours local power holders over the wider community. If there are such concerns, a crucial test will be whether they can be raised and satisfactorily resolved through the grievance redressal mechanism.

Unfortunately however, the contract does not reference sub-contractors, so there is no obligation to mirror the positive employment provisions in sub-contracts.

Clause 39(a) allows the Consortium to employ Afghan staff “upon terms which are acceptable to [the Consortium]” could disadvantage the Afghan population and should be clarified.

In discussions with the local community, one concern raised to Global Witness is that the community around Aynak has been particularly afflicted by conflict in recent decades and education has suffered. Consequently, fears have been expressed that where education and training opportunities are to be provided by the Consortium, these will not go to members of the local community, as they will not have the base level of education and training required. Concerns like this emphasise again the need for real consultation with the local community on what their needs are and what benefits they would like to receive from the project.

**Health and Safety**

For staff working on the project, the Consortium is obliged to use “internationally recognised modern” safety devices and precautions, and to “observe internationally recognized measures, including risk management measures, for the protection of the general health and safety of its employees” (Clause 3(b) & (c)).
This is a particularly important area, given reports of very poor conditions in currently operating mines in Afghanistan, and the risk of land mines at and around the project site. For the local community, as of 2009, landmines were estimated to have caused 89 deaths and 92 injuries. More recently, it has been reported that two Afghan workers were seriously injured when they dug up a land mine at Mes Aynak, and that a SUV full of Consortium workers hit a landmine, killing all passengers. Work to clear landmines from the area is ongoing, but the risk of a stray mine causing injury or death to workers at the Aynak project must be carefully considered and addressed.

It is not clear, however, what health and safety provisions will be used for this project. Whilst there are broad references to health and safety in the Minerals Law and Regulations, detailed health and safety procedures in line with international standards have yet to be established.

This is a major gap that needs to be addressed as a matter of priority. It is also important that these clauses are strengthened through reference to specific international health and safety standards such as the IFC Performance Standard 2 on Labour and Working Conditions and requirements for health and safety training to be given to staff and for ongoing independent monitoring.

Healthcare

The Consortium also agrees to fund free healthcare in Clause 25 but only to its employees and their families. This could cause tensions in the community between those employed by the Consortium and others, with potentially serious impacts on vulnerable groups such as widowed women, orphaned children and the unemployed. The negative health impacts likely to arise from mining operations could compound this problem. To address this, **regular medical visits could be arranged for local residents to monitor, for example, the ongoing health situation and emergency health care for local residents.**

At the same time, the risks associated with an investing company adopting the responsibility of the government needs to be considered. Health and education facilities should be provided by government and funded by tax revenues. Passing funding on to a mining company effectively releases the government from these responsibilities for the provision of essential services to its citizens and can weaken the state-citizen relationship. Further, if such facilities are tied in with the concession award, this can have an impact on community decisions and consultations, since the local population may feel pressured to accept a concession in order to ensure they have access to health facilities. In addition, given that there are already health facilities within the province, there is a risk that staff from those facilities move to the new privately funded facilities (attracted by, for example, better pay), which could result in the undermining of state facilities.

A de-mining expert detects anti-personnel land mine for clearance in Kunduz, Afghanistan. An assessment of the Aynak project area found that 4.135 km² was contaminated with mines and 1.4 km² contaminated with ‘Explosive Remnants of War’ (Credit: UN Photo/Jawad Jalali/Creative Commons).
Education

Under Clause 26, the Consortium agrees to fund free and adequate primary and secondary educational facilities for the children of all employees and “residents of the area surrounding Aynak specified in the approved social impact assessment”. This is a welcome commitment, but the standards, results and definitions of the social impact assessment will need to be reviewed in order to determine how this might work in practice. Issues may arise, for example, if the assessment specification sets an arbitrary boundary which excludes some affected individuals from this benefit, giving rise to tensions – say, if resettled individuals end up outside such a boundary. It is important to ensure that education is provided to all Afghans, with wording to guard against the risk that, for example, female children are excluded.

Housing

Under Clause 24, the Consortium is also to fund housing facilities for employees and their families at a “reasonable rental rate”. Again, this is an important provision, but there needs to be oversight over what constitutes a reasonable rate. Further, this provision refers again to consultation with “appropriate governmental officials” in relation to the number, type and location of such housing. To reiterate, such consultation should be with the affected group in order to ensure that their needs are taken into account and to avoid future grievances. Tying family housing to jobs presents a risk that where an Afghan employee loses his job, he and his family immediately lose housing – potentially giving rise to resentment and feeding into conflict. There is also a risk that employees feel unable to address employment issues or mistreatment, as they do not want to risk losing the homes, health and educational facilities for which they depend on their employer.

Similarly, Clauses 27 and 28 relating to the establishment of recreational centres and places for religious activity also refer to consultation with government officials. Again, it is recommended that this be changed to allow for consultation with the local community, particularly given the sensitivity of religion and the need to ensure that all religious groups are consulted and accounted for.

Infrastructure and power supply

Finally, there is a lack of clarity over provisions relating to the infrastructure and power supply that the Consortium is also providing (Part V of the contract). In particular, it is not clear from the master contract whether the railroad will be open to the public, how land is to be taken for the railroad, or what consultation will take place. There are many groups that may be affected and it is important that they are all considered. Without appropriate consultation and planning, for example, nomadic tribes may find that their ability to move across areas is affected. In relation to power supply, there are references to the provision of electricity to the project and to Kabul, but it is not clear whether the area surrounding Aynak will also benefit. Without access to the ancillary contracts, such clauses cannot be properly evaluated.

Delivering on promises

The implementation of all the social infrastructure and services commitments made will need to be monitored independently and the quality (up to international standard) assured. Natural resource exploitation projects in countries such as the DRC and Liberia have resulted in a serious deterioration of living conditions of affected populations. Contractual commitments to provide compensation to local communities in the form of social infrastructure and services, such as education and health facilities, have, in many cases not been met. These experiences have frequently given rise to community resentments, local opposition to resource exploitation activities and violent conflict.

In the DRC, for example, Global Witness has investigated the impacts of industrial-scale logging on the forests and local communities, and the quality of socio-economic development commitments made by logging companies. Communities visited there have raised numerous complaints. They claim that, despite signed social obligation agreements, companies have often failed to build the promised schools, health facilities and roads. Where projects have been carried out, communities have complained of the poor quality of the construction works and of their non-completion. This means that facilities provided are of limited or only short-term use and are often abandoned. The failure of companies to meet community expectations and contractual obligations has increasingly led to local protests which, in turn, have often resulted in human rights by security forces called in to quell the unrest, culminating in rapes and death. This highlights the need for establishing effective grievance mechanisms and effective monitoring of implementation of social development obligations both by government agencies and by civil society organisations.

What happens when the project ends?

Consideration must also be given to what will happen if and when the Consortium finishes the project or moves away from a particular area. In Liberia, Global Witness
has seen what can go wrong when companies cease operations or when projects change hands. People previously employed and housed by mining companies can be left bereft. Company provided services and infrastructure such as hospitals may not be maintained, and can fall into disrepair when mining companies cease to engage. At Aynak, it is important that there is planning from the outset to guard against the risk that infrastructure and services previously funded by the Consortium are discontinued or are not maintained once the project closes. Otherwise, the local community could be left worse off than they were before the project, particularly if the government invests less in the area due to the corporate social investment. There are also clear lessons to be learned from issues surrounding the sustainability of aid-funded projects in Afghanistan, and GIRoA and the Consortium should take account of these to avoid repeating the same mistakes.

**Recommendations on land and water rights**

**For the Aynak project GIRoA and the Consortium should:**

- Set up a process to **systematically engage with affected communities to agree the form that social packages should take** with agreements with the community confirmed in writing.
- Clarify that **employment commitments will be mirrored in sub-contracts** and review employment commitments to ensure that Afghans are protected against their contracts being terminated at the will of the company.
- Review **training programmes** for Afghan staff to ensure that they will **benefit Afghanistan in the long-term**.
- **Agree specific health and safety standards** such as the IFC Performance Standard 2 to be applied to the project, ensure that health and safety training is provided to staff and that there is ongoing independent monitoring of compliance with health and safety standards.
- Put in place **effective monitoring mechanisms for treatment of Aynak residents**.
- **Agree on steps to mitigate against division between company-employed local residents and other residents**.
- **Ensure that local community rights to the Consortium infrastructure and power supply developments are clarified**.

**Across the extractives sector, GIRoA should:**

- **Ensure that there is early and effective community engagement on the development of social facilities and aid packages, and careful planning for impacts of project closure on local communities**.
- As a matter of priority, issue **detailed health and safety procedures for all mining operations**.
- Identify, through consultation with key stakeholders in the Aynak project, **learning points from the Aynak social programme to be taken into account in negotiating future concession contracts and in setting the parameters for future social assessments**.
- Agree on measures to **monitor potential health impacts** of mining activities.

**The international community should:**

- Provide **training and support to GIRoA on addressing potential risks in social programmes and on long-term residents**.
- Provide **training and support to local civil society, media and parliament to strengthen their capacity to monitor social programmes and address deficiencies**.
- Incorporate **effective community engagement on the design of social packages and monitoring of social impacts of mining projects within shared monitoring and evaluation frameworks** for development assistance to Afghanistan.

---

cc: In this case mining operations ceased due to conflict, but former workers and their families continued to live in the company housing throughout the war, and were at risk of eviction when the mineral deposit was sold to Mittal Steel post-conflict. This was not the responsibility of Mittal Steel, but the government does need to provide assistance to their citizens who risk becoming homeless due to mine closure for whatever reason.
The following section looks at the location of the Aynak concession area at a site of major archaeological significance and considers how this clash is being addressed.

Over the last few years, public attention has turned to the impact of the Aynak project on one of Afghanistan’s most important archaeological sites. Worryingly, there was no anticipation of this issue at the time the contract was signed, and there is no reference at all within it on how the archaeological impacts are to be evaluated and addressed.

Aynak is home to ancient Buddhist sites, remnants of the area’s role as a transit route for the spread of Buddhism to Central Asia and China 2,000 years ago.161 It was identified as an archaeological site in the 1960s but it was not until 2004 that a team from the Institute of Archaeology of Afghanistan began the first study of the area.162 At least three sites, including six monasteries and numerous artefacts, have been identified within or adjacent to planned mining operations.163 The Aynak contract, however, makes no provision to address the possibility of archaeological discoveries, and the China Daily has reported that the Consortium was not aware of the local history when it entered into the contract.164 However, both GIROA and the Consortium have reacted flexibly to the archaeological issue, with delays to the project agreed so that archaeologists can excavate the site.165

One of the ancient monasteries that is being excavated at ‘Mes Aynak’. The location of these monasteries is no accident. It is thought that the Buddhist monks settled at Mes Aynak (meaning ‘little copper well’) precisely because of the supply of copper available, which allowed them to build grand settlements.160 If this pattern occurs across Afghanistan, how will the tension between protecting the country’s rich heritage and exploiting its valuable deposits be resolved?

(Credit: Joanie Meharry)
Box 10: The power of cultural heritage

Cultural heritage can play a major unifying role for a country like Afghanistan, providing people from different ethnic, linguistic and religious groups with “the necessary symbols and points of reference for a collective memory and a renewed collective identity in case of conflict: ‘unity in diversity’”.

The violent conflicts of the 1990s within Bosnia-Herzegovina showed just how important cultural heritage is to national identity. There, libraries, archives, museums, religious sites and historic architecture were deliberately attacked as “factions attempted to manipulate the collective memory of the region”. Widespread destruction of books and religious materials such as treasured Islamic manuscripts was part of an attempt to eliminate evidence that “could remind future generations that people of different ethnic and religious traditions once shared a common heritage in Bosnia”. Post-conflict, work is ongoing to re-construct what has been lost by Bosnians determined to “preserve their country’s historic ideal of a multicultural, tolerant society and the institutions that enshrine its collective memory.”

The formation of modern day Iraq in 1921 brought with it the difficult task of establishing a national identity for a diverse population divided by ethnicity, religion and language. The past history of the land described as ‘the cradle of civilisation’ was instrumental in helping to develop a sense of national pride and unity. Recent decades of violence, conflict and looting have ravaged Iraq’s ancient sites but cultural heritage retains an important role in the national psyche and is recognised as a major economic resource for the country, with cultural tourism seen as an important potential source of income. However, like Afghanistan, the need to protect Iraq’s cultural wealth risks coming second place to extractives sector development. For both countries, the words of Mariam Omran Musa, the manager of the ancient site of Babylon have resonance: “Oil and antiquities are both national wealth, but I have an opinion: when the oil is gone, we will still have antiquities.”
The Buddhist sites at Aynak are of immense historic value for Afghanistan and the world. Cultural heritage is emphasised in the Afghan constitution and Afghanistan is a party to the UNESCO World Heritage Convention. There is an ongoing campaign petitioning for the site to be put forward for World Heritage Site status, raising the question of whether it should be a ‘no-go’ site for mining. Since 2009, however, the French Archaeological Delegation to Afghanistan (DAFA) has been working at the site, using ‘rescue archaeology’ techniques to survey and excavate archaeological remains at speed so that they can be cleared from the site presumably to make way for mining operations to start. According to the World Bank, DAFA has also been retained to “undertake an assessment of the site and develop the Cultural Heritage Management Plan”.

“It is abominable to witness the cold and calculated destruction of cultural properties which were the heritage of the Afghan people and, indeed, of the whole of humanity. The Buddhas of Bamyan were not inscribed on the World Heritage List but deserved to be and their destruction represents a true cultural crime … This loss is irreversible. Everything possible must be done to stop further destruction”, Former UNESCO Director-General, Mr Koichiro Matsuura.

In 2001, there was international condemnation over the destruction of two giant buddha statues which had overlooked the fertile Bamyan Valley on the Silk Road for around 1,400 years. The decision of the Taliban regime to dynamite the ancient statues was based on a religious edict against idolatrous graven images. Over a decade on, we are seeing the prospect of further sacrifices of the Afghan people’s cultural heritage – this time on the altar of economic development.

The archaeological issue should have been considered before the Aynak concession was put out to bid, and should certainly have been raised with the MCC/JCL consortium so that appropriate procedures could be put in place: (1) to evaluate whether mining should proceed at all given the potential cultural significance of the site; and (2) if mining does proceed, to agree a set of detailed procedures both for minimising impacts on the Buddhist sites and for dealing with any new finds identified during mining operations, including suspensions of works where necessary. Since this was not done, it is important that appropriate processes are put in place now and agreed by the parties.

More broadly, the impact that the archaeological finds have already had on mining operations illustrate why it is important to anticipate potential risks relevant to a concession area before making an award and agreeing on contract terms. Developing processes where issues are identified and fully addressed from the start should encourage investment, by allowing investors to better estimate costs and schedules and reduce project risks.

dd: Notably, the ICMM has recognised that in some cases exploration and mining development may be incompatible with the objective of protecting areas of outstanding universal value. In 2003, ICMM members committed not to explore or mine in World Heritage properties.

Two women walk past the huge cavity where one of the ancient Buddhas of Bamyan used to stand, 17 June 2012. A poignant reminder of the destruction that has already been wrought on Afghanistan’s cultural heritage. (Credit: Sgt Ken Scar/ Creative Commons).
**Recommendations on heritage issues and other area-specific risks**

**For the Aynak project GIRoA and the Consortium should:**

- Agree that the feasibility study should take account of the archaeological impacts of the project and the costs of relocating archaeological finds.

- Liaise with ministries and experts dealing with the archaeological excavations including the Ministry of Information and Culture, the National Institute and the DAFA to ensure that plans for mining activities take account of the need to minimise and mitigate archaeological impacts.

- Publish documents prepared to date which provide details of locations and timings of planned mining activities so that these can be taken account in the prioritisation and management of the archaeological excavations.

- Agree clear procedures in the event that further remains are identified during the lifetime of the project.

**Across the extractives sector, GIRoA should:**

- For future concessions, consider potential cultural, historical, natural and social risks relevant to proposed license areas from the outset, taking them into account in the overall assessment of the proposed project before a decision to exploit is made.

- Take specific account of the need to minimise and mitigate impacts in these areas in contract negotiations.

**The international community should:**

- Support all efforts made to minimise archaeological impacts on the site and to preserve artefacts from the site.

- Ensure that for future projects, the advisors and lawyers they fund should take specific account of archaeological and other concerns in the local area, and ensure the drafting of future contracts (and the regulatory frameworks) takes due account of these.

- Incorporate cultural and heritage safeguards within shared monitoring and evaluation frameworks for development assistance to Afghanistan.

---

A gold head excavated at Mes Aynak, Summer 2010. GIRoA and the Consortium are cooperating to ensure the archaeological site is excavated and that recovered artefacts are properly housed. But should the area be mined at all? (Credit: Joanie Meharry).
10. Assessments and monitoring

The following section considers the framework for assessment and monitoring and identifies additional steps needed to ensure that the project is properly implemented and all contractual commitments are met.

No matter how good the mining contract looks on paper, it will only translate to a well-run project if agreed terms are implemented properly and safeguards and commitments are regularly assessed and monitored. To achieve this, it is necessary to ensure that there is provision for comprehensive assessments to be carried out regularly and to ensure there are no barriers, direct or indirect, to monitoring both by the government and, independently, by community groups, civil society, parliament and the media.

Box 11: What is GIRoA already doing?

Steps that GIRoA, with support from the international community, is already taking to ensure the good management and monitoring of the Aynak project include:

- Summary information on some contractual terms is available.
- Details of social assessments carried over the last six months and basic information on project plans and major environmental impacts have been published.
- The Ministry of Mines has developed a social policy and is setting up processes to assess the social and environmental impacts of the mining project.
- The Ministry of Mines is setting up a grievance mechanism for the project.
- The Ministry of Mines has established the Aynak Authority, a department mandated to assist the Consortium in all aspects of the project. The Authority has so far focused on land acquisition and resettlement of affected communities.
- The World Bank is funding a project to build capacity at the Ministry of Mines and NEPA.
- A firm has been hired to monitor contractual, environmental, social and cultural protection issues at Aynak for a period of five years.
- The International Advisory Panel, comprising a group of mining experts, has been established to provide oversight over the Aynak bidding process and to review the Aynak contract.

Assessments

As it stands, the contract requires social and environmental assessments to be carried out but there is no requirement for these to be updated, nor is there any provision for any other assessments to be carried out or any independent safeguards.

The absence of detail on what project documents including the the Bankable Feasibility Study, the Mine Development Plan and the Project Schedule should contain makes it unclear whether and to what extent these documents will take account of assessment outcomes.

Further, under the contract, the responsibility for independent assessment rests solely with the Ministry of Mines, creating scope for potential conflict with the focus of the ministry on promoting extraction and bringing in mining revenues. This contradicts the
Environment Law, under which NEPA holds responsibility for supervision of environmental and social assessments. In September 2011, the World Bank reported that the Ministry of Mines and National Environmental Protection Agency (NEPA) were to meet to agree how responsibility for clearing assessments was to be divided between them. Assuming this division has now been agreed, it should be published and details set out on how any potential conflict of interest is to be addressed.

Given the breadth of potential impacts of the Aynak project, it is important that there is both a baseline study and regularly updated social, environmental, local economy, human rights, cultural, conflict and corruption assessments which should be made public. Steps should also be taken to assure independent assessments, by guarding against an assessor who is in favour of positive results for the project, either because of a direct link to GiroA or the Consortium or because of the prospect of further commissions if the project continues. These assessments should feed into operational plans for the mine, so that changes to the timing, location and type of planned works can be changed where necessary.

**Monitoring**

Monitoring is key to guard against the risks of smuggling, off-record payments, and diverted funding – all of which could lead to mining revenue failing to reach government coffers and potentially funding conflict and corrupt actors.

The contract allows site visits and inspections by GiroA authorised individuals and requires regular reports to be provided to the Ministry of Mines. The Consortium is also required to supply the Ministry of Mines with any other information it requests. However, there is no requirement for such information to be provided within a specified period, nor is it clear what powers other GiroA bodies such as NEPA have to obtain information they require. Looking beyond the contract, a key question is whether the Ministry of Mines and NEPA has the capacity to monitor the Aynak project both now and in the future.

Whilst a ‘Project Authority’ has been set up for Aynak, its role is limited to facilitating the Consortium requirements to carry out the project (such as acquiring appropriate land rights), rather than to take over contract compliance oversight and monitoring.

The World Bank is funding a programme which has a component focused on building institutional capacity at the Ministry of Mines and NEPA. This specifically includes increasing their capacity to “implement a dynamic inspection and contract compliance regime including in-depth support for oversight of the Aynak and Hajigak mining developments”. For now, however, a consultancy firm has been hired to “monitor contractual, environmental, social and cultural protection issues at Aynak for a period of five years”.

Based on mining experiences in Central Asia, this cartoon illustrates the risk that, on the one hand, mining companies may be obstructive when it comes to inspections, and on the other that a lack of coordination can result in different bodies duplicating inspection work.
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Monitoring is key to guard against the risks of smuggling, off-record payments, and diverted funding – all of which could lead to mining revenue failing to reach government coffers and potentially funding conflict and corrupt actors.

The contract allows site visits and inspections by GiroA authorised individuals and requires regular reports to be provided to the Ministry of Mines. The Consortium is also required to supply the Ministry of Mines with any other information it requests. However, there is no requirement for such information to be provided within a specified period, nor is it clear what powers other GiroA bodies such as NEPA have to obtain information they require. Looking beyond the contract, a key question is whether the Ministry of Mines and NEPA has the capacity to monitor the Aynak project both now and in the future.

Whilst a ‘Project Authority’ has been set up for Aynak, its role is limited to facilitating the Consortium requirements to carry out the project (such as acquiring appropriate land rights), rather than to take over contract compliance oversight and monitoring.

The World Bank is funding a programme which has a component focused on building institutional capacity at the Ministry of Mines and NEPA. This specifically includes increasing their capacity to “implement a dynamic inspection and contract compliance regime including in-depth support for oversight of the Aynak and Hajigak mining developments”. For now, however, a consultancy firm has been hired to “monitor contractual, environmental, social and cultural protection issues at Aynak for a period of five years”.

Based on mining experiences in Central Asia, this cartoon illustrates the risk that, on the one hand, mining companies may be obstructive when it comes to inspections, and on the other that a lack of coordination can result in different bodies duplicating inspection work. In Afghanistan, it is important that monitoring bodies have access to the project site and to project documents upon request. At the same time, to ease the burden on the company, such monitoring work needs to be well coordinated and communicated. (Credit: Zoï Environment Network / Ruslan Valitov 2012).
significant project? With further concessions coming up for award, how will these additional projects be monitored both now and in the future? It is critical that the international community that has played such a significant role in getting the sector started looks now at what needs to be done to ensure there is appropriate capacity both in terms of staff numbers and relevant skills and experience to manage this sector.

Open and independent oversight is also critical to safeguarding the project. Groups such as civil society, parliament, media and community groups can play an important role in monitoring how the project is proceeding and flagging warning signs at an early stage, before they become serious problems. To achieve this, it is critical that such groups can access project information and the project area, with appropriate requirements in the contract to back this up. They need to develop their skills and capacity and to coordinate their efforts so as to provide effective oversight. The security risk to groups working in this area also needs to be recognised. Conducting research in mining areas, particularly in a context like Afghanistan, can be especially hazardous. For such civil society groups to operate effectively therefore, the risks they face need to be recognised and addressed, so as to help to protect them from physical, legal and political dangers.

Over the last decade, there has been, on average, more than one killing a week of individuals investigating or speaking out on natural resource issues world-wide.

Unfortunately, the approach toward civil society engagement in Afghanistan’s extractives sector leaves much to be desired. Whilst civil society is engaged directly through the EITI process, and through Ministry of Mines civil society consultation processes, there appears to be little coordination, with different civil society bodies being brought into each process. This is compounded by the lack of information over when civil society consultations are taking place and which groups are involved. This approach should be changed with the dates of proposed consultations advertised in advance in a consistent manner, and with all civil society groups with relevant expertise and experience being able to participate. Currently, a major block to effective civil society engagement is the fear that speaking out will put groups at risk of being excluded from official processes – an impediment that needs to be addressed as a priority.

More broadly, to ensure that the Consortium payments to GiroA can be systematically monitored, there should be a requirement for payment to be made to a specific government account. The Ministry of Finance has taken the welcome step of adding a specific line and commentary on the Aynak project to the national budget, enabling better monitoring of the receipt of resource revenues. Broadening this out, it is recommended that the national budget should separate out extractive industry revenues from other domestic revenue sources, and continue providing further detail on major projects such as Aynak.

Independent expert panels

The management of project revenues and associated spending could be further improved by the use of an independent expert panel with the remit to address economic, social, human rights, cultural and environmental elements of the project. In Indonesia, for example, an independent advisory panel has been established for the Tangguh liquefied natural gas project in West Papua, with a remit to cover economic, political and social issues. Within this role, the panel has advised on how revenue management can be strengthened for the benefit of the local people with recommendations to improve transparency, address weaknesses in the auditing system and support the local community by establishing a community development trust fund.
The World Bank is already funding one expert panel, the IAP comprised of international mining experts tasked with providing independent oversight of tender processes. The IAP has already been engaged in Aynak, providing a opinion on the “fairness” of the contract and making “constructive suggestions to ensure contractual compliance across the construction and early production”.191

The Ministry of Mines has stated to Global Witness that this opinion was published on the Ministry website. However, we have not been able to find it on the website either now or over the past twelve months, so it appears that it has been taken down some time ago. This undermines the benefit of bringing in this independent function, since the Afghan people cannot see the points identified by this expert body or monitor how these points are taken on board both for the project itself and for the negotiation of future contracts. Global Witness has secured a copy of the IAP report on the Aynak contract, which is now available from our website. All other reports by the IAP should also be made public, together with the professional backgrounds of its members.

A further area of concern regarding the IAP contract is its relationship with the Ministry of Mines. Requests for meetings with the IAP or for a copy of its terms of reference are subject to the approval of the Ministry, suggesting a relationship which potentially undermines the IAP’s ability to act as an effective and truly independent monitoring body. It is important that the terms of reference of the IAP are reviewed to ensure that it is able to agree its own meetings, without reference to the Ministry of Mines, and that these terms of reference are made public.

Subject to the resolution of the above concerns over the IAP, one possible way to bring in greater oversight to the extractives sector may be to expand its remit to cover full oversight of the Aynak and other mining projects. Provided the panel’s remit is clearly defined, and members brought in with appropriate knowledge and experience, such a body could provide independent oversight of social, environmental, human rights, economic and any political issues.
**Recommendations on assessments and monitoring**

For the Aynak project GIRoA and the Consortium should:

- Amend the Aynak contract to incorporate provision for updates to the environmental and social assessments, for additional assessments of potential impacts on the local economy, human rights and significant cultural sites, and for independent continuous monitoring of compliance with contractual commitments on these issues.

- Ensure that the BFS, MDP and the Project Schedule take account of environmental, social, human rights, cultural and local economic issues and that they, together with all assessments, are made public and accessible upon completion.

- Publish details of the current composition of the IAP and all reports produced on the Aynak project. Revise (and publish) the IAP’s remit to allow it to be independent of GIRoA so that it can exercise effective oversight.

- If the above recommendation is adopted, expand the remit and composition of the IAP to provide independent oversight of social, environmental, human rights, cultural and local economy aspects.

- Continue to publish full details of assessments carried out both for the mine and the railway and other linked infrastructure.

- Incorporate a provision for the Consortium payments from the Aynak project to be paid to a specified Afghan government account.

Across the extractives sector, GIRoA should:

- Ensure that detailed assessments of environmental, social and local economic consequences of mining are carried out before extraction, that these are published and that the community participates in the decision to proceed with extraction.

- Publish details of any agreement between the Ministry of Mines and NEPA on the allocation of responsibility for supervising the mine, and publish details of any safeguards against conflicts of interest between the investment promotion and facilitation and the monitoring roles of the Ministry of Mines.

- Ensure that extractives companies are contractually obliged to allow official monitors site access and to provide official monitors with any information or documentation requested within a specified and reasonable period.

- Publish all reports produced by the IAP and any other independent oversight bodies in relation to the extractives sector.

- Consider the use of an independent advisory panel for future projects.

The international community should:

- Prioritise building capacity for assessing and monitoring existing projects over support for developing new projects.

- Provide funding and technical support to train Afghan staff to monitor Aynak and other mining projects, through the life of each project and during the post-closure period.

- Work with and support GIRoA and the Consortium in establishing or expanding the remit of the existing Independent Advisory Panel to advise on economic, social, human rights, cultural, environmental and political aspects of the Aynak project. Ensure the findings of the panel are published in a timely and accessible manner.

- For new contracts, instruct internationally funded legal advisors to incorporate provisions which ensure that government and independent bodies can access the information and physical sites they need to monitor each project effectively.

- Provide training and support to civil society, parliamentarians, local community groups to improve their ability to oversee the activities of GIRoA with respect to local community engagement; to the identification, minimisation and mitigation of potential project impacts; and, crucially, to exploitation decisions.

- Incorporate assessment and open and independent monitoring benchmarks within their donor management and evaluation frameworks.
Conclusion

The significance of the Aynak project for Afghanistan’s future is pivotal. Managed well, it could yield major economic and social benefits for years to come. Managed badly, it could seriously undermine long-term security and development, and set a poor precedent for much needed future foreign direct investment. As this analysis demonstrates, one of the foundation ‘building blocks’ for this project – its contract – needs to be strengthened. The GiroA, the Consortium, and the international and local communities all have a role to play in ensuring the project becomes a truly ‘win-win’ for all concerned. President Karzai has made a strong stand for accountability and good governance through his recent decree mandating full contract transparency, and we urge him and the government he leads to continue the work necessary to fully realise these goals.

The first step should be the publication of the full and final Aynak contract and all associated agreements.

Beyond Aynak, the pressure to find an answer to Afghanistan’s post-transition funding gap is driving an expedited schedule of concession awards. Over the last year, a series of concession contracts have been agreed, and more are set to follow in the coming months. At the same time, the Aynak project demonstrates clearly the complexities of developing extractive industries in an environment of ongoing instability. It is crucial that these lessons are not lost under the pressure to bring in domestic revenues quickly. Conversely, if lessons can be learned, and processes strengthened, the knock-on impact for the national and private revenue would be positive. Now is the time for Afghanistan to build positively upon the experience it has gained through Aynak.

GiroA has the opportunity now to chart a narrative for the future of Afghanistan post-transition. Building on the landmark commitments to good governance made at the Bonn and Tokyo conferences, GiroA can work with its international partners to set the benchmarks essential to developing a sector which truly benefits the Afghan people. As the international community continues to transition out of Afghanistan, there is a golden opportunity to leave a positive legacy. By putting the extractives industries on the right path, Afghanistan can taking advantage of international support and training to build Afghan capacity during this critical period and pave the way to an independent and prosperous future. Afghanistan and its partners should do all they can to make sure this happens.

**President Karzai (front right) and then Chinese President Hu Jintao (front left) at welcoming ceremony in Beijing in honour of President Karzai’s visit to China in June 2012. (Credit: AP/Press Association).**
## Appendix 1: Table of Aynak bids

Ministry of Mines comparative table of bids for the Aynak project including the Consortium’s winning bid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>MCC [the Consortium]</th>
<th>Hunter Dickinson Inc.</th>
<th>Kazakhmys Corporation, LLC</th>
<th>Phelps Dodge Corporation, LLC</th>
<th>Strikeforce Limited Cyprus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Investment</strong></td>
<td>2.9 Billion USD</td>
<td>1.7 Billion USD</td>
<td>2.2 Billion USD</td>
<td>0.9 Billion USD</td>
<td>2.4 Billion USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Production Process (Phases)</strong></td>
<td>All production Concentration, Smelting, and Cathode Copper to be Processed in Afghanistan</td>
<td>Initial Production of Concentration and Cathode Cu via SX/EW in Afghanistan, Potential for Proprietary Concentration Leach</td>
<td>All Production-Smelting, and Cathode Copper to be Processed in Afghanistan</td>
<td>Initial Production of Concentration and Cathode Cu via SX/EW in Afghanistan, Potential for Proprietary Concentration Leach</td>
<td>Production of Concentration in Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Start of Production</strong></td>
<td>Initial Heap Leach, SX/EW, Year Five, Based On REF Year Six</td>
<td>Year Seven</td>
<td>2 Years Heap Leach 4 Years Concentration</td>
<td>Year Six</td>
<td>Year Four</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maximum Royalty Percentage</strong></td>
<td>19.5%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
<td>12.5%, Capped at 100 M USD/year</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy Production</strong></td>
<td>400 Mw</td>
<td>100 Mw</td>
<td>350 Mw</td>
<td>15 Mw</td>
<td>Import Power from outside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environment</strong></td>
<td>World Bank Equator Standards</td>
<td>World Bank Equator Standards</td>
<td>No Commitment</td>
<td>World Bank Equator Standards</td>
<td>World Bank Equator Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bonus to Government of Afghanistan in Millions</strong></td>
<td>$808 3 Installments</td>
<td>$100 Multiple Installment</td>
<td>$2 1 installment</td>
<td>$243 Multiple Installment</td>
<td>$238 Multiple Installment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infrastructure (Railway Investment)</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 2: Public information on Aynak contractual terms

**Economic provisions**

- Consortium committed to $808 million in timed cash payments mapped to development benchmarks:
  - $80.8 million at award in September 2008;
  - $161.6 million payable upon approval of the bankable feasibility study; and
  - $565.6 million upon commencement of commercial production.
- Maximum royalty percentage: 19.5%.
- Total company investment: $2.9 billion.

**Social provisions**

The Consortium’s commitments on social and infrastructure development in the project area include:

- **Resettlement and compensation plan:**
  - The Consortium is required to compensate local residents adversely affected by mine development activities at or in the vicinity of Aynak.
  - Compensation will be determined based on the applicable Aynak laws and internationally accepted principles.
  - The residents will be properly resettled in a location and in a condition that does not result in diminished of the resettled resident’s standard of living or adversely impact the resident’s livelihood.
  - Such resettlement shall be conducted in accordance with World Bank Resettlement Guidelines.
  - To address the impact of mine development and operations on surrounding villages and residents, the Consortium in consultation with government, will develop and finance an aid program established for the benefit of the surrounding villages and residents.

- **Local and regional benefits:**
  - In order to adequately address the social impacts of the project and to maximise and sustain the regional economic and social benefits which the project will generate, the Consortium is required to coordinate all of its studies of the project’s infrastructure requirements impacts with infrastructure studies undertaken by the Government with a view toward integration of the infrastructure of the Consortium’s operations with that of the province, region and country.
  - The Consortium will also assist and advise the Government in its planning of the infrastructure and regional development which will be useful to the project and for economic development in the region.

- **Housing and medical facilities:**
  - The Consortium shall provide housing facilities for its employees and their immediate families at a reasonable rate.
  - The precise number, type and location of such housing facilities shall be determined through social impact assessment prepared by MCC and in consultation with government.
  - The Consortium is also required to provide free medical care and attention to its employees and their families and to all Government officials working in the area covered by the contract.
  - The Consortium will establish staff and maintain adequate dispensary, clinic and hospital facilities.

- **Schools:**
  - The Consortium will provide, free of charge, adequate primary and secondary school education for the children of all employees, and residents of the area surrounding Aynak as specified in the social impact assessment.
  - The Consortium will construct adequate schools to provide primary and secondary education.
  - The Consortium will provide adequate nursery and kindergarten facilities for its employees’ use.

- **Entertainment and shopping:**
  - The Consortium in consultation with concerned government officials will construct and fund the operation of adequate recreational activity centres such as gymnasiums and sports fields for the use of employees and local residents.
  - The Consortium is required to construct a market/shopping area for the use and convenience of employees and local residents.
- The Consortium shall provide employees and their families with special places to conduct their religious activities.

- **Employment of Afghan nationals:**
  - For Aynak project operations, the Consortium is required to employ Afghan personnel to the maximum extent possible.
  - This includes employing 100% Afghanistan nationals as unskilled labour.
  - Fixed percentages of all positions in each employment classification viz. skilled, clerical, technical and managerial will be held by Afghanistan nationals.

- **Training:**
  - The Consortium shall make arrangements for the training of local manpower in order to improve their skills and enable them to be qualified as skilled, supervisory, technical and managerial positions in the project.
  - For this purpose, the Consortium will establish an adequate facility for vocational training.
  - The Consortium will help to establish and cooperate in a program of foreign scholarships for Afghan nationals and grants to educational institutions of Afghanistan.

- **Employee accident compensation:**
  - The Consortium will provide for the medical and rehabilitation costs for any employee working for the Consortium if he is injured while performing duties in the project.
  - Injured employees will be entitled to return to the same or similar positions following recovery from injury.
  - In the event that an employee is killed performing duties in the project, The Consortium shall be responsible for the payment of an adequate death benefit to the immediate family of the deceased employee.

- **Access road:**
  - The Consortium will construct an access road from Main Kabul-Logar road to Aynak mine area.
  - This will help the local communities in their responsibilities to Logar and other areas.

### Ancillary agreements

From May 2008 to August 2010, the Ministry of Mines with Gustavson’s assistance negotiated with the Consortium and signed 5 ancillary agreements including contracts dealing with security, water, power and coal mines, other minerals and a railway.

- **Railway:**
  - The railway agreement commits the Consortium to build a railway servicing the Aynak project and many other parts of Afghanistan.
  - The agreement is predicated on the final feasibility study of the railway and an agreement to be negotiated on cost-sharing and shared-access issues.
  - The Consortium is committed to construct, at its expense, a railway associated with the project.
  - The railway line will help in better communication and economic development in the Aynak area thereby benefiting residents of the area.

- **Power supply:**
  - The Consortium will construct a 400 megawatt capacity coal fired plant to supply electrical power to the plant and to Kabul. This power supply will also help in electrification of the areas around Aynak.
  - The power and coal mining ancillary agreement memorializes the mandate for the Consortium to build and operate a 400 megawatt coal fired power plant and the coal mine to feed it.
  - Transmission lines will be constructed to deliver 200 megawatts to Aynak while the other 200 megawatts will be distributed on the national grid for use by rate payers.

- **Water supply:**
  - The Consortium will construct water supply wells and pipeline systems in the vicinity of the project to supply the project’s fresh water requirements.
  - This will help to develop local water sources.
  - The Consortium will provide other water supply facilities including dams, pumping stations, purification systems and distribution lines. This will help to improve overall water availability situation to the villages in Aynak.

---

**gg:** It should be noted that the contract refers to “the training of suitable persons of Afghanistan citizenship” not “local manpower”. It may be that it has been agreed pre-contract to focus training opportunities on local community members but, if so, this should explicitly stated and details provided of who exactly is covered by the term “local manpower”.

**hh:** There is no reference to an access road within the main Aynak contract that Global Witness has reviewed. Details of the agreement for the access road should be made public including details of the fee to be charged for this work, and any commitments to ensure that the local community has free and unrestricted access to the road.

**iii:** These ancillary contracts have not been made public, nor has Global Witness seen copies of them. Consequently, the public statements on what the terms of these ancillary contracts are cannot be checked.
Appendix 3: The Consortium relations with local community

In a letter dated 28 April 2012, the Consortium provided details to Global Witness of its relations with the community local to Aynak, as follows:

- The Consortium has carried out systematic consultation with the local community likely to be affected by project activities before, during and since the agreement of the Aynak Mining Contract. For example, the Consortium has authorized HBP to carry out ESIA for the Project, one important component of which is social effect assessment, including interview with residents from villages and tribes around Aynak mine, frequently calling for elders meetings to listen to local elders’ opinions and suggestions on project progress, local employment and training etc.

- The Consortium is not contractually required to carry out human rights assessments for the project. However, the contracting parties have made specific provisions on project employee’s safety, life, project environment protection, local employment etc.

- The Consortium and local communities get along harmoniously. No complaints in relation to the project from local communities have been received till present.

- The Consortium has met with members of the community where specific areas of local concern have arisen. For example, in relation to project activities impacting on a local cemetery.

- As per the Mining Contract, the Consortium is required to employ local staff during construction and production period both and different employment ratios are clearly specified in the Mining Contract for different periods. At present both parties have strictly performed Mining Contract.

- The number of the Consortium’s current Afghan employees is about 260. They are employed as management personnel, translators, drivers, labourers, and helpers. As the project has not official started yet, the jobs available now are mostly temporary facility construction.

- The Consortium is currently providing training courses for Afghan staff to teach them technology, management, finance, production and Mandarin.

- The Consortium has carried out a full time basic technique-training programme on copper resource exploitation for 20 people for 3 months from July to October 2011, which is fully paid by the Consortium. The Consortium plans to train 90 persons in 2012, and the first class for 30 persons started on April 15, 2012. The beneficiaries are recommended by local government and tribal elders, and selected after interview by the Consortium. This training programme will be continuously carried out with the project construction progresses.

- The social package for the project includes the establishment of educational, medical, entertainment, facilities, and religious places which will be paid for by the Consortium. As per Mining Contract, the Consortium shall listen to local government and tribes’ opinions before these facilities are constructed and the Consortium will gradually perform these obligations with full commencement of the project.

- The Consortium has provided necessary work safety protective appliances and medical care services for the Consortium employees. As for more educational, medical, entertaining and shopping facilities to be provided in the next phase, and allotment of these facilities, the Consortium will implement itemwise as per the Mining Agreement. The Consortium plans to establish one mosque or school for locals this year and is now in consultation with local government and elders.

- The Consortium respects and understands the government’s efforts on cultural relics protection and is willing to do our best to provide assistance. In the earlier stage, we had provided necessary facilities and tools for cultural relics excavation such as containers, generator, camera, walkie-talkies, tents etc. to the workers and we had also provided accommodation and dining room for the experts.
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